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                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Foundations of Science   https://doi.org/10.1007/s10699-019-09603-w     ГФ   Check for updates   Cognitive Artifacts for Geometric Reasoning    Mateusz  Hohol 1,  2   •  Marcin Miłkowski  2     © The Author(s) 2019  Abstract  In this paper, we focus on the development of geometric cognition. We argue that to understand how geometric cognition has been constituted, one must appreciate not only individual cognitive factors, such as phylogenetically ancient and ontogenetically early core cognitive systems, but also the social history of the spread and use of cognitive artifacts. In particular, we show that the development of Greek mathematics, enshrined in Euclid’s  Elements,  was driven by the use of two tightly intertwined cognitive artifacts: the use of lettered diagrams; and the creation of linguistic formulae (namely non-compositional fixed strings of words used repetitively within authors and between them). Together, these artifacts formed the professional language of geometry. In this respect, the case of Greek geometry clearly shows that explanations of geometric reasoning have to go beyond the confines of methodological individualism to account for how the distributed practice of artifact use has stabilized over time. This practice, as we suggest, has also contributed heavily to the understanding of what mathematical proof is; classically, it has been assumed that proofs are not merely deductively correct but also remain invariant over various individuals sharing the same cognitive practice. Cognitive artifacts in Greek geometry constrained the repertoire of admissible inferential operations, which made these proofs inter-subjectively testable and compelling. By focusing on the cognitive operations on artifacts, we also stress that mental mechanisms that contribute to these operations are still poorly understood, in contrast to those mechanisms which drive symbolic logical inference.  Keywords  Cognitive artifacts • Diagrammatic inference • Epistemology of mathematics • Geometric cognition • Mathematical enculturation    *  Mateusz  Hohol  mateusz.hohol @uj .edu.pl    1  Copernicus Center for Interdisciplinary Studies, Jagiellonian University,  Kopernika  27, 31-501 Cracow, Poland    2  Institute of Philosophy and Sociology, Polish Academy of Sciences,  Nowy Świat  72, 00-330 Warsaw, Poland    Published online: 04 May 2019    <1 Springer      M. Hohol, M. Miłkowski     1 Introduction   Cognitive  science  increasingly focuses on the role of cognitive artifacts in cognitive practices. The notion of the cognitive artifact has been defined by Donald Norman (  1991 ). These artifacts are entities that “maintain, display, or operate upon information in order to serve a representational function and that affect human cognitive performance” (p. 17). This focus on artifacts goes hand in hand with the growing consensus that even highly intellectual endeavors depend on structuring the cognitive niche by cognitive agents (Clark   2006 ). Mathematical practice is a prime example of such practice. Consequently, the stress on the role of artifacts leads to rethinking the epistemology of mathematics. The typical view in cognitive science is that mathematical cognition should be studied as a purely individual achievement. In contrast, we point out that mathematical justificatory practices may be understood in terms of repeatable public procedures that rely on the capacities of cognitive agents to jointly construct, explore and reconfigure representational tokens (Tylen et al.    2014 ). In other words, mathematical practice is shared by many individuals who can publicly use the same artifacts to achieve the same results, for example prove theorems by manipulating diagrams. Mathematical cognition, and cognition in general, is therefore no longer understood in terms of solely individual achievements (Goldstone and Janssen   2005 ; Gureckis and Goldstone    2006 ; R. A. Wilson    2004 ).  1  In this paper, we argue that geometric cognition relies on cognitive artifacts. While this claim follows from the fairly bland observation that such artifacts are involved in any shared cognitive practice, we will argue that it has a non-trivial consequence for the scientific study of geometric cognition. While the extant studies of geometry in cognitive science do mention the role of cognitive tools or artifacts, as we will show, they remain crucially incomplete in one regard. To fully understand any system of representation, one has to account for the available operations on these representations (Sloman    1978 ). This is because depending on the operations, different cognitive results using the same representations could be achieved. The problem, however, is that we still do not know the mechanisms of geometric reasoning. In other words, cognitive operations on geometric representations that allow us to draw inferences from manipulations of cognitive artifacts in geometry remain poorly understood. Furthermore, we claim that the necessity and generality of the geometric proof rely on the distributed practice that includes dedicated cognitive artifacts and cannot be reduced to properties of individual cognitive capacities. We will also defend the claim that cognitive artifacts constrain the admissible deductive operations, thus constituting the necessity of the proof.  Studies on the cognitive processing of numbers have been conducted since the 1960s (Moyer and Landauer    1967 ), and in recent decades, a new research field of cognitive science, known as numerical cognition, has been established (Cohen Kadosh and Dowker   2015 ; LeFevre    2016 ). Each year, a number of experimental reports—concerning the impact of both domain-specific (Cipora et al.    2016 ; Feigenson et al.    2004 ) and domain- general factors (Hohol et al.    2017a ;  Wołoszyn  and Hohol    2017 )—is published in numerous scientific journals. Furthermore, the most current knowledge on number processing has been synthesized in several book monographs, whose authors and contributors use     1  Typical research conducted in the field of cognitive science of mathematics focuses, as Nunez and Lakoff (  2005 ) notice, on psychological and neuroscientific issues involved in the mathematically relevant behavior of an  individual;  thus, the research field is elucidated at the level of a person or  individual's  brain.     Springer      Cognitive Artifacts for Geometric Reasoning    differing, and—at least to some extent—competitive, theoretical perspectives (Adams et al.   2017 ; Dehaene    2011 ; Henik    2016 ; Lakoff and Nunez    2000 ).  By contrast, Euclidean geometry—one of the key areas of mathematics—has rarely been studied by cognitive scientists who are interested in the explanation of mathematical skills. Geometry is essentially absent in fundamental book monographs in cognitive science of mathematics (to mention at least the publications cited above).  2   Admittedly, studies relevant to cognitive foundations of geometry so far have focused on, inter alia, children’s construction of Euclidean intuitions and geometric concepts (Piaget et al.    1960 ), development of geometric skills in terms of their transition to higher levels (van Hiele    1986 ), ways of improving the acquisition of these skills in the educational process (Battista   2007 ; Clements and Battista    1990 ), human comprehension of geometric language (Amalric et al.    2017 ), as well as neural and cognitive underpinnings of the processing of geometric properties of both two-dimensional shapes (Izard and Spelke    2009 ; Zoccolan et al.    2009 ) and three-dimensional spatial layouts (Cheng    1986 ; Dillon et al.    2017 ) by both human and non-human animals (Derdikman and Moser    2010 ; Thinus-Blanc et al.    2010 ; Tomassi et al.    2012 ). Compared to numerical cognition, scientists interested in cognitive foundations of geometry have created, however, few theoretical perspectives of the integration of distributed findings on geometric cognition’s various dimensions (i.e., developmental, educational, ethologic, neuroscientific). The theory of core cognitive systems for geometry proposed—and still being developed—by Elizabeth Spelke and her collaborators is a creditable exception in this matter (Carey and Spelke    1996 ; Dillon et al.    2013 ; Spelke and Lee   2012 ; Spelke et al.    2010 ). These studies, however, largely ignore the role of enculturation in the shaping of geometric cognition, and in particular the role of cognitive artifacts.  The paper proceeds as follows. First, we briefly introduce desiderata for the study of geometric cognition. Next, we review the research on geometry that is confined to the evolutionary timescales. In particular, we focus on Spelke and collaborators’ account of the development of geometric cognition. We also specify the role of artifacts in shaping the generality of geometric concepts in their account. This description shows that enculturation is an indispensable feature of a full explanation of mechanisms underlying geometric reasoning in human beings. However, we stress that this part of the account of geometric cognition is sketchy and unclear. In the third section, we turn to the case study in the history of geometry, by analyzing the structure of a well-known proof in Euclid’s  Elements,  i.e., Proposition 1 of Book 1. We show how lettered diagrams and linguistic repeatable formulae intertwine, which is then analyzed in more detail in the next section. The fourth section focuses on inference operations: While the constructed proof is a clear example of a deductive inference, it remains unclear what operations underlie this deduction and how students of geometry are capable of generating the sequence of operations that lead to the proof. The geometric proof itself, as an inter-subjectively usable artifact, makes use of these two structures. This use, as we show in the ensuing section, has become the foundation for the necessity and generality of geometric deductive proofs. In the penultimate section, we argue against Netz’s (  2003 ) claim that lettered diagrams and technical language can substitute for the ontology of mathematics. We show that these artifacts contribute to of generality and necessity. These are epistemic virtues or beneficial properties of mathematical knowledge. However, the fact that generality and necessity are attained thanks to the use of     2  Furthermore, a simple keyword search on “geometric cognition” in Google Scholar—without setting the scope of years—found only about 100 hits (end of December 2018). For a query “cognitive science of geometry,” the result was smaller, giving only two hits.     Springer      M. Hohol, M. Miłkowski    artifacts  does  not determine what mathematical knowledge is really  about.  In other words, the use of artifacts does not settle ontological issues in mathematics at all.  In conclusion, the historical insight into the development of proofs in geometry  pro  vided  in this  paper  shows that mathematical epistemology of the proof is deeply encul- turated, and relies on joint practices on cognitive  artifacts.  Consequently, it undermines purely individualist accounts of mathematical cognition, typically espoused by  mathemati  cal  Platonists, such as Roger Penrose (  1996 ). Nevertheless, the  focus  on the cultural  scaf  folding  of mathematical practice does not justify radical social constructivist claims that mathematical theorems are only valid with respect to some cultural backgrounds (Burton   1995 ). On the contrary, it is the cultural practice of using cognitive artifacts that licenses the inter-subjective and intercultural validity of mathematics. We argue that mathematics could not remain as stable a cognitive practice as it is, were it not for the widespread practice of constraining reasoning patterns by external cognitive artifacts. In other words, we claim that the study of the enculturation of mathematical cognition can be informative for the epistemology of mathematics and not just for its historical development.      2 Desiderata for the Study of Geometric Cognition    The adequate account of geometric cognition, as we claim, should fulfill, at least, the following desiderata about geometric representations, concepts and epistemic properties of geometry:  (D1) The account should recognize “hardwired,” or evolutionarily early, cognitive abilities that are necessary to engage in Euclidean geometry, such as natural sensitivity to distance (proximal-distal), sense (left-right) and angle, and thus explain where geometric cognition come from.  (D2) The account should describe how these “hardwired” cognitive prerequisites are combined during ontogeny into a system of abstract geometric representations.  (D3) The account should show how Euclidean proofs gain their compelling power, or what makes them necessarily true.  (D4) The account should recognize how each Euclidean proof establishes general results despite the fact that it begins with concrete cases.  (D5) The account should elucidate the inference operations involved in geometric reasoning.  The desiderata (D2), (D3), and (D4) can be fulfilled, as we argue, only by focusing on the role of cognitive artifacts in processes of geometric enculturation on various timescales. (D5) requires also that operations on these artifacts be elucidated. Although the encultura- tion of numerical cognition is a well-recognized topic, and recently it has been discussed by Nunez (  2017a ,   b ) and Menary (  2015 ), no one, to the best of our knowledge, has yet systematically analyzed the role of cognitive artifacts in the scientifically informed epistemol- ogy of geometry. Current theories of geometric cognition offer, moreover, at best sketchy accounts of operations involved in geometric reasoning. However, such theories are crucial to understanding how geometric reasoning works because reasoning requires two crucial components: (1) well-formed geometric representations and (2) inference operations. For example, to perform logical inference in classical propositional logic, one relies both on well-formed formulae composed of brackets, parentheses, propositional variables, logical    Springer      Cognitive Artifacts for Geometric Reasoning    connectives (i.e., operators), and on inference operations, such as double negation elimination, modus ponens, or disjunctive syllogism. These are syntactic transformation rules that allow one to infer a conclusion from a list of premises. However, even though we perfectly know what well-formed geometric representations look like, appropriate syntactic transform rules for geometry are not clearly defined nor automatically well understood.  But the set of all admissible inference operations is not everything that proofs require. Just like the sequence of inference steps that constitutes a proof in symbolic logic is sometimes non-trivial to find, it is also sometimes difficult to come up with an appropriate sequence of steps to produce proof in geometry. In other words, even if one knows all the inference operations admissible in geometric reasoning, one could still fail to provide a proof of a theorem. Unfortunately, it remains unclear how people produce sequences of operations as proofs. Therefore, we will stress the need to deal with (D5) in future research, both related to simple inference steps and to procedures aimed to generate an appropriate sequence of steps (usually supported with additional constructions on a diagram).  Core systems of geometric cognition, as studied by Spelke et al. (  2010 ), are understood on the evolutionary timescale. Although their phylogeny is not culturally mediated, they are transformed during individual development into a new human system of geometric representations. Therefore, this account satisfies (D1) and (D2). However, they do not suffice for the full generality of geometric proofs. The generality of geometric concepts is explained by Spelke and colleagues on the developmental, or ontogenetic, timescale by recourse to the acquaintance with scale-models and maps, that allows human children to overcome the limits of core systems. As they show, these artifacts are an important additional factor that goes beyond the largely innate geometric capacities of human children and other animals. It is however unclear that mere pointing to artifacts in their account is sufficient to satisfy (D4), as we show in detail below. Moreover, the actual history of mathematics demonstrates, as we claim, that the idea of an inter-subjectively replicable mathematical proof has become viable only owing to a set of shared cognitive artifacts. Note that this insight is not offered by the research on the development at the evolutionary or ontogenetic timescales, which thus fails to satisfy (D3).  To understand how geometric cognition has been constituted, as we argue, we need to appreciate not only individual cognitive factors, such as phylogenetically ancient and ontogenetically early core systems of geometric knowledge, but also the social history of the spread and use of cognitive artifacts. In this respect, the case of Greek geometry, as epitomized in Euclid’s  Elements,  clearly shows that cognitive explanations of geometric reasoning have to go beyond the confines of the study of individuals, as engaged in mathematical tasks, to account for the stabilization of distributed practice of artifact use over time.  3   This practice, as we suggest, has also contributed heavily to the understanding of mathematical proof. Classically, it has been assumed that proofs are not merely deductively correct, but also remain invariant among various individuals sharing the same cognitive practice. Only by accounting for the role of cognitive artifacts and operations on these artifacts can we satisfy the two crucial desiderata, namely (D3) and (D4).     3  However, the practice itself has evolved over time. Our focus on Euclid’s  Elements  is motivated not only by the prominent role of artifacts in mathematical practice. The study of geometry and mathematics in Europe has also been shaped by  Elements,  whose understanding has also changed (Malet    2012 ; Scriba and Schreiber    2015 ). We do not mean to suggest, for example, that the original understanding of necessity and generality in Greek geometry was retained in the ensuing centuries, while Euclid’s masterpiece has remained the blueprint of deductive presentation’s mathematical perfection.     Springer      M. Hohol, M. Miłkowski    In particular, we will claim that the development of Greek mathematics, enshrined in  Euclid’s  Elements  and other treatises such as Archimedes’  Spiral lines  or Pappus’  Collec- tio,  was driven by the use of several tightly intertwined cognitive artifacts; one was the use of lettered diagrams, and another the creation of the linguistic formulae, namely non- compositional fixed strings of words, used repetitively by authors and between them, which formed professional language of geometry. Together, as Reviel Netz (  2003 ) pointed out, diagrams and formulae have contributed to making geometric practice both reliable and learnable. Lettered diagrams, on the one hand, contribute to the specification of objects. They are full-blooded components of geometric arguments, and allow mathematicians to study the universe of geometric discourse. Linguistic formulae, on the other hand, serve as building-blocks for arguments. They make Greek geometry resemble the structured system of recurrences, and transfer necessity from starting-points to further steps of an argument, making geometric proofs necessary. While Netz has clearly underlined the intertwining of lettered diagrams and linguistic formulae, his cognitive history of geometry fails to account for inferential operations on cognitive artifacts, which allowed Greek adepts of geometry to perform their proofs. It is unclear, in particular, what are the syntactic rules for transforming diagrams to arrive at valid conclusions in geometry. For this reason, Netz’s cognitive history of geometry does not fully satisfy (D5), even if it is consistent with the account of cognitive artifacts defended later in this paper.   3 Individualistic Cognition of Geometry and Beyond   In their influential paper, Carey and Spelke (  1996 ) pointed to the analogy between cognitive capacities of animals and the initial equipment of human children. Moreover, they claimed that the cognitive apparatus of human adults includes a small number of domain- specific core systems that manifest their action at the earliest ages. These systems are hardwired, in the sense that they appear too early in life to be an outcome of socialization, linguistically mediated interactions with parents and other people, or even associative learning. Such systems, as Spelke and Kinzler (  2007 ) summarize,  ...serve to represent inanimate objects and their mechanical interactions, agents and their goal-directed actions, sets and their numerical relationships of ordering, addition and subtraction, and places in the spatial layout and their geometric relationships. Each system centers on a set of principles that serves to individuate the entities in its domain and to support inferences about the entities’ behavior. Each system, moreover, is characterized by a set of signature limits that allow investigators to identify the system across tasks, ages, species, and human cultures (p. 89).  Owing to their domain-specificity, limitation, and innate nature, core cognitive systems seem, at least to some extent, similar to cognitive modules (Fodor    1983 ).  4   Beyond domain-specificity, signature limits, and nativism, Horst (  2016 ) enumerates additional module-like characteristics of core systems. Such systems can be found in everyone regardless of age ( typicality ); analogs of human core systems can be found (at least) in our close evolutionary relatives  (interspecific similarity).  Each system is sensitive only to particular     4  Note that the idea of a “geometric module” underlying spatial navigation was first introduced by Cheng (  1986 ) and Gallistel (  1990 ) over three decades ago, to be later criticized by its own founding fathers (Cheng and Newcombe    2005 ; Cheng et al.    2013 ; see also Hohol et al.    2017b ).     Springer      Cognitive Artifacts for Geometric Reasoning    kinds of information, and it generates specified expectations, moreover, the subject matter of each system is encoded in a particular way  (proprietariness ), and finally, each system has its own  characteristic pattern of breakdown,  which indirectly indicates another feature:  localization .  Spelke and collaborators (  2010 ) claim that geometric cognition, as a whole, “is founded on at least two evolutionarily ancient, early developing, and cross-culturally universal cognitive systems that capture abstract information about the shape of the surrounding world” (p. 865). Thus, they propose that the explanation of hardwired geometric capacities, in their whole range, requires taking into account at least two distinct core systems, i.e., a  system of layout geometry,  supporting spatial navigation and applying to large-scale environmental layouts, and a  system of object geometry , which supports the recognition of small-scale visual forms and manipulable objects.  The former represents spatial relationships in an abstract way—the representation of space is formed independently of color, luminance, or texture of the environment (Cheng   1986 ; Hermer and Spelke    1994 ). This system encodes two basic Euclidean properties: egocentric distance (proximal-distal) and sense (left-right). It provides the metric frame, which enables inferences about the position of the animal, and the locations of objects and places in environments. The scope of this core system, however, is limited because of its insensitivity to angles—the third basic Euclidean property. Furthermore, two-dimensional visual forms, i.e., surface markings, remain out of its reach. Thus, as Spelke and collaborators (  2010 ) note, the core system of layout geometry cannot be understood as the complete foundation of geometric cognition.  The latter—the  system of object geometry —encodes shapes of two-dimensional forms and manipulable (or movable) three-dimensional objects. Since the encoding is independent of variations in features like the orientation of objects, their substance, and their texture, geometric representations formed by this system are abstract as well. This system reveals sensitivity to Euclidean properties of angle—in contrast to the core system of layout geom- etry—and length, but not sense (left-right). Thus, it is not suitable for representing the geometry of the large-scale navigable spatial layouts. Furthermore, owing to the limitations of this system, children (Izard and Spelke    2009 ) and uneducated adults (Dehaene et al.   2006 ) fail to perform correctly in experimental trials that require differentiating a target shape from its mirror image. In the case of the core system for object geometry, Spelke and colleagues (  2010 ) also claim that it cannot account for entire geometric cognition.  Although the theory of the two core systems of geometry is based primarily on the results of behavioral studies (Dillon et al.    2013 ; Gouteux and Spelke    2001 ; Hermer and Spelke    1994 ; Izard and Spelke    2009 ; Lee and Spelke    2008 ; Wang and Spelke    2002 ), a dissociation between the two domains of spatial processing is, as Spelke and colleagues (  2010 ) note, well-grounded also in neuroscientific and neuropsychological data. It includes results of neuroimaging and lesion studies on human adults, as well as psychophysiological research on animals. It is known, on the one hand, that the hippocampus and the surrounding cortex are involved in the processing of geometric information in the service of navigation in large-scale environments (E. I. Moser et al.    2008 ; E. I. Moser et al.    2017 ; O’Keffe and Nadel    1978 ). More recent studies with human participants show also that sense and distance during scene perception are encoded by the occipital place area (Dilks et al.    2013 ) and the retrosplenial complex (Maguire    2001 ; Persichetti and Dilks    2016 ). Brain structures involved in the recognition of small two-dimensional visual forms and three-dimensional manipulable objects include the lateral occipital cortex, occipitotemporal sulcus, and fusiform gyrus, creating together a so-called lateral occipital complex (Grill-Spector et al.   2008 ; Kourtzi and Kanwisher    2001 ).    Springer      M. Hohol, M. Miłkowski    Furthermore, the claim that a similar dissociation in the processing of places  (underly  ing  navigation) and objects (underlying recognition) also takes place at the level of visual pathways, was put forward in the 1980s (Mishkin et al.    1983 ). According to this view, two separate cortical pathways in the primate brain are involved in object recognition  (ven  tral   stream or “what?”  system)  and locating them on the surroundings (dorsal stream or “where?” system). The results of neuropsychological studies on lesioned patients support this claim. Depending on the brain area that has been damaged, patients show differentiated problems with spatial processing (Milner and Goodale    2006 ). Thus, Spelke’s theory of two core systems for geometry converges with Milner and Goodale’s theory of two visual systems.  The claim about the division in encoding “what?” and “where?” is also supported by results from cognitive linguistics. Landau and Jackendoff (  1993 ) claim that evidence from object nouns and spatial prepositions in English, and in other languages, indicate that the geometric richness in representing objects and places differs significantly. On the one hand, when an object is named as belonging to a category, its geometric properties of shape and angle are represented in contrast to its distance and sense. On the other hand, when the same object occurs as a figure (or as located object), or a reference object (or ground), in a locational expression, primarily metric properties are represented, but properties of shape and angle are neglected. As Landau and Jackendoff (ibid.) conclude, “differences in how objects and places are represented may be correlated with a property of neurological design: a separation of spatial cognitive systems into  what  and  where ” (p. 236).  As we have already mentioned, Spelke and colleagues (  2010 ) claim that none of the core systems can explain all manifestations of geometric cognition, because each one is limited to processing only some geometric properties. It is however unclear whether any of the core systems posited in their account can explain geometric reasoning involved, for example, in practical problem solving, such as shaping of hooks by crows (Weir et al.   2002 ). As such, they do not address (D5). Moreover, none of them can explain the human practice with Euclidean geometry. In their opinion, the entry into the world of Euclidean geometry requires a further “culturally-driven” developmental step that is not available for non-human animals. As Spelke and collaborators (ibid.) say, “children go beyond these limits and construct a new system of geometric representation that is more complete and general, by combining productively the representations delivered by these two systems.” (p. 865) According to these authors, this developmental step is made thanks to the experience with artifacts, such as spatial language, diagrams and maps (Landau and Lakusta   2009 ; Spelke    2003 ; Spelke et al.    2011 ) in the following ways:  First, through their experience with pictures, scale models, and maps, children may begin to view large-scale layouts not only as navigable surroundings but also as visual displays with forms that have distinctive angular shapes. Because children come to understand the symbolic functions of pictures, models, and maps over the first 4 years of life, children can begin to add angle information to their representations of large-scale layouts. Second, through their experience with physical and mental rotation, children and adults may become able to treat small-scale objects and forms not only as visual displays with distinctive shapes but as layouts that can be explored from different perspectives, by means of navigation systems that allow for stable representations of the distinction between leftward and rightward directions (Spelke et al.    2010 , p. 878-879).  Despite the fact that our geometric intuitions are hardwired in core cognitive systems that we share with other animals, human children learn to represent fundamental Euclidean    1  Springer      Cognitive Artifacts for Geometric Reasoning    properties (i.e., distance, angle, and direction) and their relationships in a unique way. Thanks to experience with artifacts, both kinds of geometric processing, i.e., layout and object geometry, can be extended to new domains of cognition. Furthermore, as Spelke and colleagues (  2010 ) claim, artifacts simultaneously facilitate the development of “geometric concepts that are more abstract and general than the concepts provided by their core systems.” (p. 879).  Although the core systems account gives us a deep insight (also in the evolutionary sense) into the neurocognitive foundations of processing of geometric properties (and thus fulfills D1), and emphasizes the role of artifacts in setting up a necessary representation system (that goes beyond core foundations) by individuals (and thus fulfills D2), it says nothing about the emergence of the key epistemic values of geometry, i.e., generality and necessity of its arguments, so it fails to satisfy (D3) and (D4). Furthermore, Spelke’s account does not show enough of the way that cognitive artifacts, i.e. technical language and diagrams, have shaped Euclidean geometry and set “the course” of actual mathematical practices. Thus, to fulfill the remaining desiderata, we need to go back to the time when European mathematics began to emerge. We do not mean here, however, the chronological history of mathematics but rather the “cognitive history” of geometric practices (Netz   2003 ; see also  Ferreirós  and Garcfa-Perez    2018 ). As we will show, this cognitive history is also still incomplete in its treatment of inference operations on cognitive artifacts.     4 Case Study: Euclid's  Elements   The construction of an equilateral triangle on a finite straight-line is the very first proposition of Euclid’s  Elements  that appears in the Book 1, immediately after the presentation of definitions, postulates, and common notions. The structure of the argument is following:  To construct an equilateral triangle on a given finite straight-line.      Let  AB  be the given finite straight-line.  So it is required to construct an equilateral triangle on the straight-line  AB .  Let the circle  BCD  with center  A  and radius  AB  have been drawn [Postulate 3], and again let the circle  ACE  with center  B  and radius  BA  have been drawn [Postulate 3]. And let the straight-lines  CA  and  CB  have been joined from the point  C , where the circles cut one another, to the points  A  and  B  (respectively) [Postulate 1].    1  Springer      M. Hohol, M. Miłkowski    And since the point  A  is the center of the circle  CDB ,  AC  is equal to  AB  [Definition  1.15]. Again, since the  point  B  is the center of the circle  CAE, BC  is equal to  BA  [Definition 1.15]. But  CA  was also shown (to be) equal to  AB.  Thus,  CA  and  CB  are each equal to  AB . But things equal to the same thing are also equal to one another [Common Notion 1]. Thus,  CA  is also equal to  CB.  Thus, the three (straight-lines) CA,  AB,  and  BC  are equal to one another.  Thus, the triangle  ABC  is equilateral, and has been constructed on the given finite straight-line  AB.  (Which is) the very thing it was required to do (Fitzpatrick    2008 ).  At first glance, we see that Proposition 1—just like the rest of the mathematical treatise by Euclid—is constituted by two kinds of symbols: diagrams and textual units. Although one will not find any mathematical symbols in the modern sense in Euclid’s masterpiece, the Greek diagram is not a mere auxiliary drawing, and the text (analogously to other Greek mathematical treatises such as Archimedes’  Spiral lines  or Pappus’  Collectio ) is not merely a free expression of ordinary language. It is even indicated by the fact that diagrams and words are not independent of each other, but they are connected with each other through letters. Despite the fact that geometric discourse has emerged from common drawings and linguistic practices, and it is based on our ordinary visuo-spatial resources and conceptual capacities, diagrammatic and textual units should be considered as instances of the usage of technical symbols or cultural artifacts (Netz    2003 ).  Before we analyze the role of these artifacts in geometric discourse, we should note that references to one definition, one common notion, and two postulates were introduced in brackets. The definition 1.15 reads that “A circle is a plane figure contained by a single line [which is called a circumference] (such that) all the straight-lines radiating towards [the circumference] from one point amongst those lying inside the figure are equal.”; Common Notion 1—“Things equal to the same thing are also equal to one another.”; and postulates sound as following: “1. Let it have been postulated to draw a straight-line from any point to any point.”; “3. And to draw a circle with any center and radius” (again, we use the translation of Euclid’s  Elements  by Fitzpatrick    2008 ).  Although  Elements  are the first grand-scale application of the axiomatic-deductive method to mathematics (Russo    2004 ), the passage quoted above is not a restricted proof in the contemporary formal sense (Detlefsen    2005 ; Marciszewski and Murawski    1995 ). Other arguments of Euclid are also based not only on the results of previous steps, postulates or common notions, but they refer to hidden assumptions (Hilbert    1950 ; Pasch    1912 ; Proclus   1970 ). Euclid explicitly claims, for instance, that “the circles cut one another.” This fact is not a logical consequence of the postulates or the common notions, but can be seen in the diagram. Further, Euclid determines that “three (straight-lines) CA,  AB,  and  BC  are equal to one another,” and concludes that “the triangle  ABC  is equilateral.” There is no postulate (or common notion) asserting that these straight-lines lie on the same plane. One can, however, see this fact in the diagram. Furthermore, there is another hidden assumption in the quoted proof. Suppose that straight-lines  AC  and  BC  have a common segment. Thus, the circles with the circumcenters  A  and  B  do not have to cut one another in point  C , but they can cut it in any other point lying on the common straight-line. Again, starting from    1  Springer      Cognitive Artifacts for Geometric Reasoning    Euclid’s postulate-set we cannot prove that no two distinct straight lines have a common segment—it becomes clear and distinct if we look at the diagram.  5  The presence of hidden assumptions, however, does not mean that Euclid’s argument is unsound. The typical Greek proof is not a simple outcome of mechanical manipulations of meaningless symbols, which starts from axioms and is carried out according to necessity-preserving rules (Rav    2007 ). Recognizing its correctness requires the consideration of diagrammatic components (Magnani    2001 ; Netz    1998 ). In other words, diagrams have the constraining role in reasoning: they disambiguate the argument. This contributes to the stability of cognitive practices, rather than to the realization that the argument is ambiguous, and therefore not really compelling, as radical constructivists could argue. Quite the contrary, just because, by following the same procedure, one can attain the same result, the proof establishes the inter-subjective validity of mathematical truth.  Since the structure of derivation is intuitive and inspectable, Euclidean arguments have compelling power. In addition to their necessity, they are considered general. Proclus (  1970 ) states this fact explicitly as follows:  . mathematicians are accustomed to draw what is in a way a double conclusion. For when they have shown something to be true of the given figure, they infer that it is true in general, going from the particular to the universal conclusion. Because they do not make use of the particular qualities of the subjects but draw the angle or the straight line in order to place what is given before our eyes, they consider that what they infer about the given angle or straight line can be identically asserted for every similar case. They pass therefore to the universal conclusion in order that we may not suppose that the result is confined to the particular instance (p. 207).  Historians of science agree that Greeks followed deductive proofs at first in the history and that “the power of proof” has driven further development of mathematics (Hartshorne   2007 ; Merzbach and Boyer    2011 ; Russo    2004 ;  Szabó    1978 ). We have, however, to identify the features of geometric discourse leading to the  cognitive possibility  of a deductive proof. Thus, in the next section we will carefully investigate, by referring mainly to findings of Reviel Netz, the roles and functions of cognitive artifacts of Greek geometry. We will however point out that in his account, it remains unclear what cognitive operations on diagrams actually warrant the compelling power and generality. While geometric proofs obviously did not rely on formal logical rules, the reasoning behind them is itself still poorly understood.     5 Cognitive Artifacts of Euclidean Geometry: Lettered Diagrams and Linguistic Formulae   A diagram, from the Greek  Siaypa^a  that literally means “figure marked out by lines” (Netz    2003 , p. 35), is a visual symbol, usually two-dimensional, commonly used in geom- etry.  6   According to the widespread view, Greek mathematicians used a stick to draw     5  Tracking down the hidden assumptions or “further propositions” in Euclid’s  Elements  is nothing new, since Epicurean philosopher, Zeno of Sidon, has already done it. The last example comes from his work (Vlastos    1995 ).      6  Roles of diagrams in reasoning has been discussed so far in numerous studies. Most of them refer explicitly to geometry (Magnani    2013 ; Manders    2008 ; Miller    2007 ; Mueller    1981 ; Mumma    2009 ; Panza    2012 ),     1  Springer      M. Hohol, M. Miłkowski    diagrams in properly prepared (wetted and tamped) sand. They also used dusted surfaces, and portable wood or wax tablets. As opposed to the contemporary blackboard, these media were incapable of being easily erased and corrected. Although Greek  mathemati  cians  used rulers and compasses, their constructions were imperfect and schematic, and thus, their reception, as Netz (  2003 ) noted, “required some imagination”  (p. 19).  In most cases, Greek mathematicians started geometric constructions from a diagram (as a supplement to an oral argument), then the letters were inserted, and finally, the  con  structions  were complemented with  verbal  formulae. Hence, the first function of a diagram is to spatially organize an argument, and to provide the scaffolding for a written part of the geometric discourse (Netz    1998 ,    2003 ).  At the  same  time, a diagram enables an initial  orientation in  a problem  by launching the reader’s imagination (Giaquinto    2007 ; Magnani   2001 ). A diagram is not, however, only a cognitive artifact that is handy for an individual reader. Instead, since a diagram exists in a public space, and it is a manipulable symbol, it allows mathematicians to collectively solve problems in real time. Moreover, a diagram— at least in principle—can be passed on and further developed by next generations of mathematicians. In other words, a diagram delivers an external representational support to mathematical thinking both in shorter and longer time scales (Tylen et al.    2014 ). The role of diagrams does not end, however, on organizing an argument and facilitation of understanding of argument expressed orally. Prior to the analysis of further functions of diagrams, it is necessary to indicate their relationship to the text.  Although Babylonian, Egyptian, and Chinese mathematicians all used diagrams before the Greeks, marking them with letters is a uniquely Greek invention (Cajori    1928 , p. 376).  7   The letters make the Greek diagram something more than an auxiliary drawing or pedagogical assistance. Each diagram presented in Euclid’s  Elements  is, according to Netz (  2003 ), a combination of two kinds of entities, i.e., the continuous (“the figure marked out by the lines”) and the discrete (the letters). At the same time, it combines visual resources and manageable models. The basic function of letters is to bind together “the figure marked out by the lines” and strings of words surrounding it—letters present in the textual part of an argument constitute references to the specific points of the diagram. In this way, as Netz (ibid.) says, “a linguistic, discrete net is cast over the quasi-continuous visual experience” (p. 165).  Many diagrams cannot be reconstructed from a text directly, thus they are irreducible units of geometric discourse. About half of all letters that appeared in textual parts of Euclid’s  Elements  and other treatises by Greek mathematicians are undetermined, in the sense that the sole text is insufficient to establish reference of the letters to the points. Hence, the function of the diagram is the determination of geometric objects. Thanks to diagrams, objects acquire their reference, and thus geometric assertions acquire their truth- value. Thus, according to Netz, “part of the content is supplied by the diagram, and not solely by the text” (p. 34). The diagram is an obligatory element of Greek deductive practices since, as we have seen in the previous section, assertions are derived from both the text and the diagram. In other words, the diagram is a full-blooded component of geometric    Footnote 6 (continued)   but there are also advanced studies on diagrams in non-mathematical domains (Abrahamsen and Bechtel   2015 ; Bauer and Johnson-Laird    1993 ; Tylen et al.    2014 ).     7  It should be noted that the Babylonian-Egyptian mathematics, in contrast to Greek mathematics, did not formulate general theorems. Although this feature depends primarily on the absence of verbal definitions, diagrammatic practices of Babylonian and Egyptian mathematicians also seem to be insufficient.    1  Springer      Cognitive Artifacts for Geometric Reasoning    arguments (see also Avigad et al.    2009 ). Now, let us turn to another cognitive artifact of Greek mathematics: the technical language.  The language of geometry consists of a small manageable lexicon, which covers, according to Netz’s (  2003 ) approximation, no more than 200 words, and is organized by “the one-concept-one-word” principle. Thanks to this principle, synonyms and homonyms are quite rare, which makes the mathematical language sharper and more precise than ordinary language. (The technical language of geometry is also unique, compared to other Greek scientific discourses, e.g. anatomical, ibid, pp. 121ff). Furthermore, words belonging to the geometric lexicon do not create any arbitrary combinations; instead, a relatively small number of (about 200) fixed strings of words are used repetitively among authors. Netz (  1999 ,    2003 ) has dubbed these strings  linguistic formulae  (or  formulae,  in brief), at the same time directing that they should be considered the second fundamental artifact (or cognitive tool, in his terminology) of Greek mathematics.  Just like in the oral tradition of Greek poetry, in which fixed formulae constitute tools that “...explain the  cognitive possibility  of poetry” (Netz    1999 , p. 149) in the absence of writing skills, in the case of geometry, they may contribute to an explanation of the  cognitive possibility  of deductive practices in Greek geometry in the absence of modern mathematical symbolism. In both cases, the language, based on fixed and repetitive formulae, is an artifact that enhances human cognitive abilities. Regarding the cultural emergence of this artifact, as Netz (ibid.) explicitly claims, geometric categories are not determined by the Greek language itself, but its specific use, i.e., “ruthless limitation of language to a small set of some very definite hierarchical relations” (ibid., p. 163) enabled the further development of geometry.  Netz (  1999 ,    2003 ) found that almost all preserved Greek mathematical writings were formulaic.  8   From the structural point of view, formulae are both holistic units of mathematical discourse and objects made of smaller constituents. Furthermore, formulae—in prin- ciple—are transformable into other formulae. Thus, according to Netz (  1999 ), formulaic expressions have a generative structure “in the sense that new expressions may be combined by fitting new formulae in the allowed slots” (p. 156). In consequence,  “.there  is a system of rules for the production of recognizably formulaic structures” (ibid.). In other words, the fixed system of geometric formulae appears as a kind of a generative grammar or structured system of recurrences, which makes computational operations available.  Therefore, the development of technical language (and not just vocabulary) leads to the stabilization of the cognitive practice. By removing inherent ambiguity of natural language, technical language constrains reasoning practices, which warrants that the same formulae will lead to the same conclusion, given the same premises. However, as we stressed in the preceding section, the technical discourse of Euclid’s  Elements  remains ambiguous without lettered diagrams, and conclusions follow only when one sees the diagrams. In other words, it is the combination of the two components that contributes to the cognitive stability of Greek geometry, and this stability can contribute to the necessity of a geometric proof: the same result is achieved every time the operations are performed.     8  He shows that the formulae in Euclid’s  Elements  and other Greek mathematical treatises can be grouped into several hierarchic kinds, namely, object formulae, construction formulae, predicate formulae, argumentation formulae, and second-order formulae (Netz    1999 ,    2003 ).     1  Springer      M. Hohol, M. Miłkowski     6 Drawing Inferences Using Diagrams: in Search of Operations   The cognitive history of Euclidean geometry as presented by Netz lacks, however, a substantial account of geometric operations that are performed using these cognitive artifacts, and thus does not satisfy (D5). Although linguistic formulae, supplemented by a diagram, reflect deductive steps leading to a general result in a necessary way (see the next section), it should be emphasized that this chain is only a final product of cognitive operations performed on well-formed geometric representations. The intertwined use of diagrams and technical language  constrains  a space of cognitive operations, but these operations are “hidden beneath” external artifacts, and cannot be perceived in terms of pure deduction. This fact makes the issue difficult to study, but some insights have been presented by Charles Sanders Peirce at the beginning of 20th century, and recently further developed by Lorenzo Magnani. Peirce has distinguished between so-called corollarial and theorematical kinds of reasoning.  While the former, “is one the truth of which will become evident simply upon attentive observation of a diagram constructed so as to represent the conditions stated in the conclusion,” the latter “is one which only becomes evident after some experiment has been performed upon the diagram, such as the addition to it of parts not necessarily referred to in the statement of the conclusion” (Peirce 1903/  1976 , p. 419; see also idem 1902/  1991 ). Corollarial reasoning proceeds according to well-formed rules, similar to logical rules of inference, such as modus ponens. It may be perceived as “mechanical”. In contrast, theo- rematical one is, according to Peirce, “unmechanizable” and involves creativity in experimentation with new elements of diagrams (see Stjernfelt    2007 ,    2011 ). As we have seen previously, complete diagrams enshrined in  Elements  can be perceived as full-blooded components of Euclid’s proofs. The diagrammatic operations involved in completing the proof to perform geometric reasoning, or finding how to perform the geometric verification by drawing parts of diagram underlying immediate inferences, have, according to Peirce, an abductive character.  As Magnani (  2009 ,    2013 ) stresses, following Peirce’s pioneering research, only by experimenting with diagrams one may discover what actually could be proven using a given diagram. In particular, it is far from obvious that to prove Proposition 1, which pertains to triangles, one should draw circles at all. According to Magnani, to see that a certain number of circles, positioned appropriately on the diagram, is sufficient for this proof, one has to experimentally discover, maybe by drawing a number of different diagrams, that the construction that relies on circles leads to the proof. This kind of abduction, which is theorematical reasoning, is dubbed by Magnani (  2009 ,    2013 )  manipulative abduction  because it is a fallible process of discovery of theorems via manipulation of publicly available cognitive artifacts (see also Park    2017 ; Rivera & Becker    2007 ). However, as soon as “unmechanizable” experimentation leads to the proof, one can present the result of this abductive process as purely “mechanical” deductive reasoning. Therefore, fulfillment of (D5) arguably requires a detailed explanation of corollarial as well as theorematical operations involved in geometric cognition.    1 n      Cognitive Artifacts for Geometric Reasoning     7 The Emergence of Epistemic Virtues of Euclidean Geometry   Having both artifacts at hand, i.e., a lettered diagram and the technical language consisting of fixed formulae, we can briefly discuss their role in shaping the  generality  and  necessity  of Greek mathematics. In Euclid’s construction of an equilateral triangle on a finite straight-line, which was introduced in Sect.    2 , the diagram serves as the starting-point of the argument. By “starting points” Netz (  1998 ,    2003 ) understands instances appearing as clear and distinct—they are necessarily true without any argument. In addition to diagrams, common notions, postulates, and other assertions (expressed textually) can also be starting points. They constitute the first kind of “the atoms of necessity.” Necessity, recognized in this way, is subsequently transmitted through the “atoms” of the second kind, i.e., mathematical arguments. Notice that it is not clear what, specifically, this transmission consists of: deductive practices rely on these “atoms” but Netz fails to elucidate the notion of transmission. This is not a coincidence; understanding geometric reasoning in an evolutionarily and psychologically plausible way is still an open problem (Sloman    2002 ). For example, one could argue that individual mathematical capacities (traditionally called “intuition”) have shaped this reasoning and underlie it. However, it is as well plausible to claim that the intuition itself has been shaped by the widespread use of the artifacts. Further research is needed in this area.  In many cases, starting points and steps are combined within a single proof. Moreover, sometimes, recognizing the necessity of an argument requires referring to other mathematical facts, for example, background knowledge can be presented explicitly in the same treatise, or requires reaching for “canonical” facts, which were absorbed by mathematicians during previous practice. In all cases, as Netz (  2003 ) notes:  The necessity-preserving properties of Greek mathematical proofs are all reflected by their proofs, and no meta-mathematical considerations are required. As a rule, the necessity of assertions is either self-evident (as in starting-points) or dependent on nothing beyond the immediate background. . The structure of derivation is fully explicit. Immediate inspection is possible; this, and no meta-mathematical consideration, is the key to necessity. . Greek mathematical proofs offer nowhere to hide. Everything is inspectable (p. 215).  Euclidean proofs, besides being necessary, are  general . Although each proof concerns some specific objects, and utilizes concrete resources (lettered diagrams and linguistic formulae), it proves general results. In contrast to necessity, as Netz (ibid.) says “.there are no atoms of generality, there are no ‘elements’ in the proof which carry that proof’s generality . Generality exists only on a more global plane” (p. 240). Prior to presenting such a “more global plane,” it should be noted that Greek mathematicians did not use induction or argumentation though isomorphism. They did not know meta-mathematics, and reduction was their primary argumentative device. Furthermore, on the linguistic level, they did not use the formula “and therefore this has been proved generally” (ibid., p. 242). The term  “KadóAoo”,   which literally means “generally”, appears in mathematical treatises only a few times (e.g., in Euclid’s  Elements,  VI.20, it refers to perfect induction, i.e., situation, in which the result valid for triangles is also valid for all polygons; cf. ibid. p. 242ff). The term  “opoioę,”   which means “similarly,” is more important for the generality of geometric proofs. Expressions such as “so similarly we will prove.”  (“opoioę  8ц  Se^opev”),  and “it will be proved that.”  (“Зєіхцеєтаї оті”)   appear very often in Euclid’s  Elements,  evoking assertions which are not proved directly (ibid.). It does not mean that a particular argument    1 n      M. Hohol, M. Miłkowski    magically “extends” to other instances. Such formulae rather deliver the disposition for the possibility of proving similar assertions in a very similar way again and again (the important point is that “the very similar way” means a very similar sequence of words).  The repeatability constitutes the main source of generality of geometric proof, and results not only from a technical language constituted by a relatively small number of fixed formulae, but also from the fixed structure of the proposition (ibid., p. 252ff). Each proposition of Euclid’s  Elements  has a structure, which includes the following component parts (the relevant chunks of Proposition 1 of the Book 1 are shown below in the brackets):  General Enunciation  (“To construct an equilateral triangle on a given finite straight-line”),  Particular Setting-out  (“Let AB be the given finite straight-line.”),  Particular Definition of Goal  (“So it is required to construct an equilateral triangle on the straight-line AB.”),  Added Construction  (“Let the circle BCD with center A and radius AB have been drawn, and again let the circle ACE with center B and radius BA have been drawn. And let the straight-lines CA and CB have been joined from the point C, where the circles cut one another, to the points A and B.”),  Proof  (And since the point A is the center of the circle CDB, AC is equal to AB [Definition 1.15]. Again, since the point B is the center of the circle CAE, BC is equal to BA [Definition 1.15]. But CA was also shown (to be) equal to AB. Thus, CA and CB are each equal to AB. But things equal to the same thing are also equal to one another [Common Notion 1]. Thus, CA is also equal to CB. Thus, the three (straight-lines) CA, AB, and BC are equal to one another.”), and finally  Stated Conclusion  (Thus, the triangle ABC is equilateral, and has been constructed on the given finite straight-line AB. (Which is) the very thing it was required to do.”). The fixed structure of each proposition, which can be perceived as another cognitive artifact of Greek mathematics, facilitates the formulation of arguments and perceiving them as general.  We would like to strongly emphasize that the fixed structure of each proposition in the  Elements  is not the outcome of a direct agreement of “the caste of mathematicians,” nor the application of scientific rigor, which would be trained by Euclid during the institutionalized training that proceeds, according to the conventional curriculum. Furthermore, according to Netz (ibid.), the whole Greek geometry was rather “an enterprise pursued by ad hoc networks of amateurish autodidacts—networks for which the written form was essential; constantly emerging and disappearing, hardly ever obtaining any institutional foothold.” (p. 291-292). In this sense, Euclid’s invention, which favors generality, is built on the results of the laborious practices of several generations of mathematicians. We do not mean, however, specific mathematical results achieved by Euclid’s individual predecessors, but rather the fact that these results were continually driven by cognitive artifacts, i.e., lettered diagrams and technical language consisted of fixed formulae. Thus, according to Netz (ibid.), “the simplification of the universe, both in terms of the qualitative diagram and in terms of the small and well-regulated language, [that] makes inspection of the entire universe possible” (p. 266) is a necessary step toward generality.  Furthermore, although the artifacts are built on our ordinary perceptual and linguistic skills, consistent application of these artifacts enhances these skills, and contributes to building cumulative cognitive niches for further cognitive practices (Clark    2006 ). While Netz notices the crucial role of cognitive tools in geometry, he does not offer a specific account of how cumulation of artifacts has shaped the development of geometry and how, specifically, it contributes to geometric cognition by constraining the currently poor-understood capacity for geometric inference. Again (D5) is not yet satisfied here.  Cognitive artifacts, therefore, play a crucial enabling role in understanding the necessity and generality of a mathematical proof. It is not (only) the intuition of a single individual, as Platonic tradition would have it, nor power relationships that underwrite the validity of    1 n      Cognitive Artifacts for Geometric Reasoning    the proof; it is the replicability of the result by following the same procedure. By constraining the space of legitimate cognitive operations, and excluding, for example, interpretations of a proof that are incompatible with lettered diagrams, cognitive artifacts contribute to the inter-subjectivity of geometry as science, which then does not require any strict institutional infrastructure to remain resilient to disproval.     8 How to Constrain Epistemology Without Ontology   According to Netz (  2003 ), “each geometrical proposition sets up its own universe—which is its diagram.” (p. 32) He claims that diagrams, in virtue of their inter-subjective stability, substitute mathematical ontology, in the sense that one does not need to know what diagrams refer to in order to use diagrams in mathematical reasoning:  Proofs were done at an object-level, other questions being pushed aside. One went directly to diagrams, did the dirty work, and, when asked what the ontology behind it was, one mumbled something about the weather and went back to work. This is not meant as a sociological picture, of course. I am speaking not of the mathematician, but of the mathematical proposition. And this proposition acts in complete isolation, hermetically sealed off from any second-order discourse. There is a certain single-mindedness about Greek mathematics, a deliberate choice to do mathematics and nothing else. That this was at all possible is partly explicable through the role of the diagram, which acted, effectively, as a  substitute  for ontology (Ibid., p. 57).  In essence, what Netz seems to imply here is that operations on physical instances of cognitive artifacts are sufficient to do mathematics, and no semantics of these artifacts as public representations is involved. While there is a sense in which one does not need to know the ontology of geometry, in order to prove theorems using lettered diagrams and a restricted technical language, Netz suggests somewhat too much. We claim that actually, the use of these cognitive artifacts is ontologically neutral, while at the same time, it is  not  epistemologically neutral. In other words, these artifacts constrain the available rational reasoning moves in the proof, but they do not constrain ontological options at all.  Cognitive artifacts can be used to produce the same results in a stable manner as far as cognitive operations remain stable. The stability of deductive practices in Euclidean geometry is warranted by the distributed cognitive practice of their use. Users who interpret these artifacts in a Platonic vein as models of the ideal mathematical entities, or in the constructive vein as producing fleeting mathematical entities, still share the same practice. By itself, the practice remains thus ontologically neutral.  Further, Netz’s claims about ontology do not seem to be properly substantiated by the historical knowledge of Greek geometry. There is no textual evidence that geometers actually refrained from thinking about, say, rectangular physical things when they reasoned about rectangles (as Aristotelian tradition would have it). Indeed, in ancient Greece, geometry was not merely a matter of mathematical discourse, but it had a technological application in architecture (Leonardis    2016 ) as well, so at least some geometers could easily adopt a roughly Aristotelian view on geometric objects. Moreover, geometric proofs might have their roots in peg-and-cord constructions (Seidenberg    1959 ), which could also inspire a realistic attitude towards geometric objects.    1 n      M. Hohol, M.  Miłkowski    We also know well that ontological debates existed in ancient times: the constructive school of Menaechmus would claim that geometric objects are created—they interpret Euclid literally, to say that we construct an equilateral triangle, while the school of Speusip- pus, the follower of Plato, claims that such objects exist eternally (Bowen    1983 ). It is simply not clear why then Greek geometers would want to replace the ontology they debated about with lettered diagrams and technical language. Netz (  2003 ) seems to be aware of this fact, when he stresses that he speaks “not of the mathematician, but of the mathematical proposition” (p. 57). Particular mathematicians might have some ontological views, while the proposition did not. This is a metaphorical phrase which is probably intended to say that mathematical propositions by themselves do not settle ontological issues of mathematical objects. But it is not the same as claiming that diagrams serve as a substitute for ontology, which is a stronger claim, whose meaning we take as: Greek geometry proceeds in a splendid isolation from ontology just like game of dice. It does not matter for the game of dice what symbols on dice mean. Similarly, Netz seems to suggest that it does not matter what Euclidean proofs mean outside the practice of geometry.  But Greek geometry was not considered as mere game with external props such as dice or Five Lines, popular at the time. We remain, therefore, skeptical of the ontological substitute role that Netz ascribes to diagrams. Lettered diagrams and technical language make it possible to completely justify mathematical propositions. They are, therefore, epistemolog- ically isolated from issues of what exists in reality and what does not. For example, even if all cognitive artifacts depicting lines were not perfect (and somewhat jarred), and no perfect lines would exist in the physical reality, the proofs would remain sound because deductive operations in geometry are only sensitive to a selected (and socially shared) subset of properties of cognitive artifacts. In this sense, the epistemological practice of justification is completely determined and constrained by these artifacts. But ontology is not because one can remain a mathematical realist in the Platonic tradition, or follow constructivism, or adhere to an Aristotelian kind of realism. The realist attitude, in general, permeates the mathematical practice in Greece, without ever clashing with the mathematical content of proofs just because they do not substitute for ontology; they remain totally silent about it.  9  Thus, we claim that the generality and necessity of the geometric proof are attained in an ontologically-neutral fashion. Lettered diagrams, along with linguistic instructions, merely constrain the reasoning operations that can be performed on them.   9 Conclusions   The role of cognitive artifacts in the historical development of geometry, as enshrined in Euclid’s unique achievement and other Greek treatises on geometry, suggests that mathematical practices were shaped by enculturation and loose social networks of Greek auto- didacts. However, the social underpinnings of this practice have remained largely implicit, and are, obviously, not mentioned in Euclid’s text. Moreover, the understanding of deduction in  Elements  has also evolved over time, so we do not mean to suggest that the role of artifacts is fixed forever by its beginnings. The social practice of repeating the proof was enabled by the way deduction was understood by Greek geometers. It is essentially a public     9  Similarly, in the following centuries, radically nominalist followers of Roscelin of Compiegne (see Kluge   1976 ) and Hobbes (see Bird    1996 ) could still engage in the geometric practice that remained neutral regarding the ontological issues of geometry.     1 n      Cognitive Artifacts for Geometric Reasoning    use of a cognitive artifact to drive inferences, and these inferences are strongly constrained by diagrams and technical language, in order to lead to the same conclusion.  At the same time, in spite of varying interpretations of deduction, the roughly invariant aspect of the proof procedures, brought to the fore by the enculturation approach to mathematical practice, is that it is a public, replicable procedure. Proofs are also cognitive artifacts, hence, when they grow too complex to be humanly understood, they may incite skepticism, as was the case of the four-color theorem (Bassler    2006 ; Tymoczko    1979 ).  The immense role of cognitive artifacts in the mathematical practice, from lettered diagrams, technical languages, and notations to computational devices, suggests that the epis- temology of mathematics, the pinnacle of human intellectual activity, must also account for social and cultural factors. These public devices are what makes mathematics scientific and inter-subjectively justifiable, and we applaud their further study by the cognitive science of mathematics that goes beyond the recognizing “hardwired” cognitive abilities that are necessary to doing Euclidean geometry (D1).  In the study of the cognitive bases of mathematics, there is a crucial role of material culture, both in the development of individual geometric capacities of human beings, and in the development of mathematical procedures in general. As demonstrated by Spelke and colleagues (  2010 ), artifacts such as maps and scale-models influence the development of abstract geometric concepts in children, that overcome the limits of core systems (D2). But artifacts also confer another important virtue on the mathematical proof procedures, by licensing their replicability, and therefore, their epistemic credibility and compelling power, while leaving ontological issues open. We have repeatedly stressed the necessity and generality of the mathematical proof that is warranted, rather than undermined, by the use of cognitive artifacts (D3) and (D4).  However, it is still not clear whether core systems rely on the same reasoning mechanisms as the distributed practice of Greek geometry, which means that (D5) is not yet fulfilled. While there are theories that suggest that mathematical reasoning, in general, relies on perceptual capacities and external notations (Goldstone et al.    2017 ; Landy et al.    2014 ), there are no worked-out accounts of reasoning using geometric symbols. One could suspect that they also are performed, as Goldstone et al. and Landy et al. suggest, just like logical reasoning, which, according to them, relies on perceptual and sensorimotor systems. External cognitive artifacts would only make the deductive operations more stable as they would no longer rely only on imagery. Another possibility is that there are two different systems of operations of reasoning, which would be consistent with the general functional separation of the core systems and the more encultur- ated part of mathematical cognition. In general, the challenge is to provide an account that would be both evolutionarily and psychologically realistic, which means that given some capacities for geometric reasoning in non-human animals, it cannot be based on the linguistic account of inference.  In this paper, we looked at the development of Euclidean geometry in terms of practices involving cognitive artifacts. We proposed a list of desiderata that the future theory of geometric cognition should satisfy and noted challenges that this theory faces. We have also found that cognitive artifacts completely constrain the reasoning (the episte- mology of the proof) without deciding the ontology of the mathematical discourse.  The development of concepts and proof procedures are just two important uses of cognitive artifacts. Although the fact that the physical environment offers cues that facilitate the problem solving by cognitive agents unbeknownst to them has been recognized in psychology well (T. D. Wilson and Nisbett    1977 ), current knowledge about geometric discovery still relies on anecdotal evidence or verbal self-reports of famous    1 n      M. Hohol, M.  Miłkowski    mathematicians (e.g., Hadamard    1945 ). In our opinion, focusing on cognitive artifacts may be fruitful also regarding this matter. Moreover, some artifacts may make the process of learning mathematics easier, which is of obvious interest to mathematical educators. Thus, attention to the enculturation of mathematical practice offers important insights to both cognitive science, education, and the philosophy of mathematics.  Acknowledgements  The authors would like to thank Michael Heller,  Bartosz Brożek,  as well as the participants of the Philosophy of Cognitive Science Seminar at the Institute of Philosophy and Sociology of the Polish Academy of Sciences for their helpful critical comments to the previous version of the manuscript. We are also grateful to the Anonymous Reviewers for their valuable remarks.  Funding  Preparation of this manuscript was supported by research Grants 2015/19/B/HS1/03310 (PI: MH) and 2014/14/E/HS1/00803 (PI: MM) from the National Science Centre, Poland. MH is supported also by the START Scholarship funded by the Foundation for Polish Science (FNP).  Open Access  This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (  http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made.     References    Abrahamsen, A., & Bechtel, W. (2015). Diagrams as tools for scientific reasoning.  Review of Philosophy and Psychology,  6(1), 117-131.   https://doi.org/10.1007/s13164-014-0215-2 .    Adams, J., Barmby, P., & Mesoudi, A. (Eds.). (2017).  The nature and development of mathematics: Cross- discplinary perspectives on cognition, learning and culture.  New York: Routledge.    Amalric, M., Wang, L., Pica, P., Figueira, S., Sigman, M., & Dehaene, S. (2017). The language of geometry: Fast comprehension of geometrical primitives and rules in human adults and preschoolers.  PLoS Computational Biology, 13(1),  e1005273.   https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005273 .    Avigad, J., Dean, E., & Mumma, J. (2009). A formal system for Euclid’s  Elements. Review of Symbolic Logic,  2(4), 700-768.   https://doi.org/10.1017/S1755020309990098 .    Bassler,  O.  B. (2006). The surveyability of mathematical proof: A historical perspective.  Synthese, 148(1),  99-133.   https://doi.org/10.1007/s11229-004-6221-7 .    Battista, M. T. (2007). The development of geometric and spatial thinking. In F. K. Lester Jr (Ed.),  Second handbook of research on mathematics teaching and learning  (pp. 843-908). New York: Information Age Publishing.   https://doi.org/10.2307/23084627 .    Bauer, M. I., & Johnson-Laird, P. N. (1993). How diagrams can improve reasoning.  Psychological Science, 4 (6), 372-378.   https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-9280.1993.tb00584.x .    Bird, A. (1996). Squaring the circle: Hobbes on philosophy and geometry.  Journal of the History of Ideas,  57(2), 217-231.   https://doi.org/10.1353/jhi.1996.0012 .    Bowen, A. C. (1983). Menaechmus versus the Platonists: Two theories of science in the early academy.  Ancient philosophy,  3(1), 12-29.   https://doi.org/10.5840/ancientphil19833116 .    Burton, L. (1995). Moving towards a feminist epistemology of mathematics.  Educational Studies in Mathematics,  28(3), 275-291.   https://doi.org/10.1007/BF01274177 .     Cajori, F. (1928).  A history of mathematical notations  (Vol. 1). London: Open Court.    Carey, S., & Spelke, E. S. (1996). Science and core knowledge.  Philosophy of Science,  63(4), 515-533.   https://doi.org/10.1086/289971 .   Cheng, K. (1986). A purely geometric module in the rat’s spatial representation.  Cognition,  23(2), 149-178.   https://doi.org/10.1016/0010-0277(86)90041-7 .    Cheng, K., Huttenlocher, J., & Newcombe, N. S. (2013). 25 years of research on the use of geometry in spatial reorientation: a current theoretical perspective.  Psychonomic Bulletin & Review,  20(6), 10331054.   https://doi.org/10.3758/s13423-013-0416-1 .    Cheng, K., & Newcombe, N. S. (2005). Is there a geometric module for spatial orientation? Squaring theory and evidence.  Psychonomic Bulletin & Review,  12(1), 1-23.   https://doi.org/10.3758/BF03196346 .    Cipora, K., Hohol, M., Nuerk, H.-C., Willmes, K.,  Brożek,  B., Kucharzyk, B., et al. (2016). Professional mathematicians differ from controls in their spatial-numerical associations.  Psychological Research, 80,  710-726.   https://doi.org/10.1007/s00426-015-0677-6 .     1  Springer      Cognitive Artifacts for Geometric Reasoning     Clark, A. (2006). Language, embodiment, and the cognitive niche.  Trends in Cognitive Sciences, 10 (8), 370-374.   https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tics.2006.06.012 .    Clements, D. H., & Battista, M. T. (1990). The effects of Logo on Children’s conceptualizations of angle and polygons.  Journal for Research in Mathematics Education, 21 (5), 356-371.   https://doi.    org/10.2307/749394 .    Cohen Kadosh, R., & Dowker, A. (Eds.). (2015).  The Oxford Handbook of Numerical Cognition.  Oxford: Oxford University Press.     Dehaene, S. (2011).  The number sense (Revised).  Oxford: Oxford University Press.    Dehaene, S., Izard, V., Pica, P., & Spelke, E. S. (2006). Core knowledge of geometry in an Amazonian indigne group.  Science, 311 (5579), 381-384.   https://doi.org/10.1126/science.1121739 .   Derdikman, D., & Moser, E. I. (2010). A manifold of spatial maps in the brain.  Trends in Cognitive Sciences,  14(12), 561-569.   https://doi.org/10.1016/j. tics.2010.09.004 .    Detlefsen, M. (2005). Formalism. In S. Shapiro (Ed.),  The Oxford handbook of philosophy of mathematics and logic  (pp. 236-317). Oxford: Oxford University Press.    Dilks, D. D., Julian, J. B., Paunov, A. M., & Kanwisher, N. (2013). The occipital place area is causally and selectively involved in scene perception.  The Journal of Neuroscience, 33 (4), 1331-1336.   https://doi.    org/10.1523/JNEUROSCI.4081-12.2013 .    Dillon, M. R., Huang, Y., & Spelke, E. S. (2013). Core foundations of abstract geometry.  Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 110 (35), 14191-14195.   https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1312640110    /-/DCSupplemental .    Dillon, M. R., Persichetti, A. S., Spelke, E. S., & Dilks, D. D. (2017). Places in the brain: Bridging layout and object geometry in scene-selective cortex.  Cerebral Cortex .   https://doi.org/10.1093/cercor/bhx13    9 .    Feigenson, L., Dehaene, S., & Spelke, E. S. (2004). Core systems of number.  Trends in Cognitive Sciences, 8 (7), 307-314.   https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tics.2004.05.002 .    Ferreirós,  J., & Garcfa-Perez, M. J. (2018). £  «  Natural  »  y  «  euclidiana  »  ?: Reflexiones sobre la geometrica practica y sus rafces cognitivas.  Theoria. Revista  de Teoria, Historia  y Fundamentos  de  la Ciencia, 33 (2), 325-344.    Fitzpatrick, R. (Ed.). (2008).  Euclid’s Elements of geometry.  from Euclidis Elementa by I. L. Heiberg (1883). Retrieved from   http://farside.ph.utexas.edu/Books/Euclid/Elements.pdf . Accessed 15 Sept 2018.     Fodor, J. A. (1983).  The modularity of mind . Cambridge: The MIT Press.     Gallistel, C. (1990).  The organization of learning.  Cambridge: The MIT Press.    Giaquinto, M. (2007).  Visual thinking in mathematics.  Oxford: Oxford University Press.   Goldstone, R. L., & Janssen, M. A. (2005). Computational models of collective behavior.  Trends in Cognitive Sciences,  9(9), 424^30.   https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tics.2005.07.009 .   Goldstone, R. L., Marghetis, T., Weitnauer, E., Ottmar, E. R., & Landy, D. (2017). Adapting perception, action, and technology for mathematical reasoning.  Current Directions in Psychological Science, 26 (5), 434-441.   https://doi.org/10.1177/0963721417704888 .    Gouteux, S., & Spelke, E. S. (2001). Children’s use of geometry and landmarks to reorient in an open space.  Cognition, 81 (2), 119-148.   https://doi.org/10.1016/S0010-0277(01)00128-7 .    Grill-Spector, K., Golarai, G., & Gabrieli, J. (2008). Developmental neuroimaging of the human ventral visual cortex.  Trends in Cognitive Sciences,  12(4), 152-162.   https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tics.2008.01.009 .    Gureckis, T. M., & Goldstone, R. L. (2006). Thinking in groups.  Pragmatics & Cognition, 14 (2), 293-311.   https://doi.org/10.1075/pc.14.2.10gur .    Hadamard, J. (1945).  An essay on the psychology of invention in the mathematical field.  New York: Dover Publications.     Hartshorne, R. (2007).  Geometry: Euclid and beyond . New York: Springer.     Henik, A. (Ed.). (2016).  Continuous issues in numerical cognition . London: Academic Press.   Hermer, L., & Spelke, E. S. (1994). A geometric process for spatial orientation in young children.  Nature, 370 (3), 57-59.   https://doi.org/10.1016/S0010-0277(96)00714-7 .   Hilbert, D. (1950).  Foundations of geometry. (E. J. Townsend, Trans.) . LaSalle: The Open Court Publishing Company.    Hohol, M.,  Baran,  B.,  Krzyżowski,  M., & Francikowski, J. (2017a). Does spatial navigation have a blind- spot? Visiocentrism is not enough to explain the navigational behavior comprehensively.  Frontiers in Behavioral Neuroscience, 11,  154.   https://doi.org/10.3389/fnbeh.2017.00154 .    Hohol, M., Cipora, K., Willmes, K., & Nuerk, H.-C. (2017b). Bringing back the balance: domain-general processes are also important in numerical cognition.  Frontiers in Psychology, 8,  499.   https://doi.    org/10.3389/fpsyg.2017.00499 .    Horst, S. (2016).  Cognitive pluralism . Cambridge: MIT Press.     1  Springer      M. Hohol, M.  Miłkowski     Izard, V., & Spelke, E. S. (2009). Development of sensitivity to geometry in visual forms.  Human Evolution, 23 (3), 213-248.    Kluge, E.-H. W. (1976). Roscelin and the medieval problem of universals.  Journal of the History of Philosophy, 14 (4), 405-414.   https://doi.org/10.1353/hph.2008.0088 .    Kourtzi, Z., & Kanwisher, N. (2001). Representation of perceived object shape by the human Lateral Occipital Complex.  Science, 293 (2001), 1506-1509.   https://doi.org/10.1126/science.1061133 .     Lakoff, G., & Nunez, R. E. (2000).  Where mathematics comes from.  New York: Basic Books.    Landau, B., & Jackendoff, R. (1993). ‘What’ and ‘where’ in spatial language and spatial cognition.  Behavioral and Brain Sciences,  16(02), 217-238.   https://doi.org/10.1017/S0140525X00029733 .   Landau, B., & Lakusta, L. (2009). Spatial representation across species: geometry, language, and maps.  Current Opinion in Neurobiology, 19,  12-19.    Landy, D., Allen, C., & Zednik, C. (2014). A perceptual account of symbolic reasoning.  Frontiers in Psychology, 5 (275), 1-10.   https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2014.00275 .    Lee, S. A., & Spelke, E. S. (2008). Children’s use of geometry for reorientation.  Developmental Science,  11(5), 743-749.   https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-7687.2008.00724.x .    LeFevre, J.-A. (2016). Numerical cognition: adding it up.  Canadian Journal of Experimental Psychology, 70 (1), 3-11.   https://doi.org/10.1037/cep0000062 .    Leonardis, R. (2016). The use of geometry by ancient Greek architects. In M. M. Miles (Ed.),  A companion to Greek architecture  (pp. 92-104). New York: Chichester.    Magnani, L. (2001).  Philosophy and geometry: Theoretical and historical issues . Dordrecht: Springer Science & Business Media.   https://doi.org/10.1007/978-94-010-9622-5 .    Magnani, L. (2009).  Abductive cognition: The epistemological and eco-cognitive dimensions of hypothetical reasoning . Heidelberg: Springer.    Magnani, L. (2013). Thinking through drawing.  The Knowledge Engineering Review,  28(03), 303-326.   https://doi.org/10.1017/S026988891300026X .    Maguire, E. A. (2001). The retrosplenial contribution to human navigation: A review of lesion and neuroimaging findings.  Scandinavian Journal of Psychology, 42 (3), 225-238.    Malet, A. (2012). Euclid’s swan song: Euclid’s Elements in early modern Europe. In P. Olmos (Ed.),  Greek science in the long run  (pp. 205-234). Cambridge: Cambridge Scholars Publishing.    Manders, K. (2008). The Euclidean diagram. In P. Mancosu (Ed.),  The philosophy of mathematical practice  (pp. 80-133). Oxford: Oxford University Press.    Marciszewski, W., & Murawski, R. (1995).  Mechanization of reasoning in a historical perspective . Amsterdam: Rodopi.    Menary, R. (2015). Mathematical cognition: A case of enculturation. In T. Metzinger & J. M. Windt (Eds.),  Open MIND (Vol. 25).  Frankfurt am Main: Johannes Gutenberg Universitat Mainz.   https://    doi.org/10.15502/9783958570818 .    Merzbach, U. C., & Boyer, C. B. (2011).  A history of mathematics  (3rd ed.). Hoboken: John Wiley & Sons.    Miller, N. (2007).  Euclid and his twentieth century rivals: Diagrams in the logic of Euclidean geometry . Stanford: CSLI Publications.     Milner, A. D., & Goodale, M. A. (2006).  The visual brain in action . Oxford: Oxford University Press.    Mishkin, M., Ungerleider, L. G., &  Macko,  K. A. (1983). Object vision and spatial vision: two cortical pathways.  Trends in Neurosciences, 6,  414-417.   https://doi.org/10.1016/0166-2236(83)90190-X .   Moser, E. I., Kropff, E., & Moser, M.-B. (2008). Place cells, grid cells, and the brain’s spatial representation system.  Annual Review of Neuroscience, 31 (1), 69-89.   https://doi.org/10.1146/annur    ev.neuro.31.061307.090723 .    Moser, E. I., Moser, M.-B., & McNaughton, B. L. (2017). Spatial representation in the hippocampal formation: a history.  Nature,  20(11), 1448-1464.   https://doi.org/10.1038/nn.4653 .    Moyer, R. S., & Landauer, T. K. (1967). Time required for judgements of numerical inequality.  Nature,  215(5109), 1519-1520.   https://doi.org/10.1038/2151519a0 .    Mueller, I. (1981).  Philosophy of mathematics and deductive structure in Euclid’s Elements.  Cambridge: The MIT Press.    Mumma, J. (2009). Proofs, pictures, and Euclid.  Synthese,  175(2), 255-287.   https://doi.org/10.1007/    s11229-009-9509-9 .    Netz, R. (1998). Greek mathematical diagrams: Their use and their meaning.  For the Learning of Mathematics, 18 (3), 33-39.   https://doi.org/10.2307/40248278 .    Netz, R. (1999). Linguistic formulae as cognitive tools.  Pragmatics & Cognition,  7(1), 147-176.   https://    doi.org/10.1075/pc.7.1.07net .    Netz, R. (2003).  The shaping of deduction in Greek mathematics: A study in cognitive history . Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.     1 n      Cognitive Artifacts for Geometric Reasoning     Norman, D. A. (1991). Cognitive artifacts. In J. Carroll (Ed.),  Designing interaction: Psychology at the human-computer interface  (pp. 17-38). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.    Nunez, R. E. (2017a). Is there really an evolved capacity for number?  Trends in Cognitive Sciences,  21(6), 409-424.   https://doi.org/10.101 6/j .tics.2017.03 .005 .    Nunez,  R. E.  (2017b). Number — Biological  enculturation  beyond natural selection.  Trends in Cognitive Sciences,  21(6), 404-405.   https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tics.2017.03.013 .    Nunez, R. E., & Lakoff, G. (2005). The cognitive foundations of mathematics: The role of conceptual metaphor. In J. I. D. Campbell (Ed.),  The handbook of mathematical cognition  (pp. 109-124). New York.     O’Keffe, J., & Nadel, L. (1978).  The hippocampus as a cognitive map.  Oxford: Oxford University Press.    Panza, M. (2012). The twofold role of diagrams in Euclid’s plane geometry.  Synthese,  186(1), 55-102.   https://doi.org/10.1007/s11229-012-0074-2 .   Park, W. (2017). Magnani’s manipulative abduction. In L. Magnani & T. Bertolotti (Eds.),  Springer handbook of model-based science  (pp. 197-218). Dordrecht: Springer.     Pasch,  M. (1912).  Vorlesungen Uber die neuere  Geometrie.   Leipzig: Teubner.    Peirce, C. S. (1976). Lowell lectures. Lecture 2. In C. Eisele (Ed.),  The new elements of mathematics, Vol. III/1 (C. Eisele, Ed.).  Hague: Mouton Publishers.   Peirce, C. S. (1991). Minute Logic. In J. Hoopes (Ed.),  Peirce on signs: Writings on semiotic  (pp. 213238). Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press.     Penrose, R. (1996). Beyond the doubting of a shadow.  Psyche, 2 (23), 89-129.    Persichetti, A. S., & Dilks, D. D. (2016). Perceived egocentric distance sensitivity and invariance across scene-selective cortex.  Cortex, 77,  155-163.   https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2016.02.006 .   Piaget, J., Inhelder, B., & Szeminska, A. (1960).  The child’s conception of geometry.  New York:  W.  W. Norton Company.    Proclus, A. (1970).  Commentary on the First Book of Euclid’s Elements. (G. R. Morrow, Trans.) . Princeton: Princeton University Press.    Rav, Y. (2007). A critique of a formalist-mechanist version of the justification of arguments in mathematicians’ proof practices.  Philosophia Mathematica,  15(3), 291-320.   https://doi.org/10.1093/philmat/    nkm023 .    Rivera, F. D., & Becker, J. R. (2007). Abduction-induction (generalization) processes of elementary majors on figural patterns in algebra.  The Journal of Mathematical Behavior,  26(2), 140-155.   https://doi.    org/10.1016/j .j mathb.2007.05.001 .     Russo, L. (2004).  The forgotten revolution . Berlin: Springer.    Scriba, C. J., & Schreiber, P. (2015).  5000 years of geometry: Mathematics in history and culture . Basel: Birkhauser.    Seidenberg, A. S. S. (1959). Peg and cord in ancient Greek geometry.  Scripta Mathematica, 22,  107-122.    Sloman, A. (1978).  The computer revolution in philosophy: Philosophy, science and models of mind . Sussex: Harvester Press.   Sloman, A. (2002). Diagrams in mind? In M. Anderson, B. Meyer, & P. Olivier (Eds.),  Diagrammatic representation and reasoning  (pp. 7-28). London: Springer-Verlag.    Spelke, E. S. (2003). What makes us smart? Core knowledge and natural language. In D. Gentner & S. Goldin-Meadow (Eds.),  Language in mind: Advances in the study of language and thought  (pp. 277311). Cambridge: Bradford Book.    Spelke, E. S., Gilmore, C. K., & McCarthy, S. (2011). Kindergarten children’s sensitivity to geometry in maps.  Developmental Science, 14 (4), 809-821.   https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-7687.2010.01029.x .    Spelke, E. S., & Kinzler, K. D. (2007). Core knowledge.  Developmental Science,  10(1), 89-96.   https://doi.    org/10.1111/j. 1467-7687.2007.00569.x .    Spelke, E. S., & Lee, S. A. (2012). Core systems of geometry in animal minds.  Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society B: Biological Sciences,  367(1603), 2784-2793.   https://doi.org/10.1098/    rstb.2012.0210 .    Spelke, E. S., Lee, S. A., & Izard, V. (2010). Beyond core knowledge: Natural geometry.  Cognitive Science,  34(5), 863-884.   https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1551-6709.2010.01110.x .    Stjernfelt, F. (2007).  Diagrammatology: An investigation on the borderlines of phenomenology, ontology, and semiotics . Dordrecht: Springer.    Stjernfelt, F. (2011). Peirce’s notion of diagram experiment: Corrollarial and theorematical experiments with diagrams. In R. Heinrich, E. Nemeth, W. Pichler, & D. Wagner (Eds.),  Image and imaging in philosophy, science and the arts  (Vol. II, p. 305). Frankfurt: Ontos Verlag.     Szabó,  A. (1978).  The beginnings of Greek mathematics . Dordrecht: Reidel Publishing.    Thinus-Blanc, C., Chabanne, V., Tomassi, L., Peruch, P., & Vauclair, J. (2010). The encoding of geometry in various vertebrate species. In F. L. Dolins & R. W. Mitchell (Eds.),  Spatial cognition, spatial perception  (pp. 99-116). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.    1 n      M. Hohol, M. Miłkowski     Tomassi, L., Chiandetti, C., Pecchia, T., Sovrano, V. A., & Vallortigara, G.  (2012).  From natural  geom  etry   to spatial cognition.  Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews,  36(2), 799-824.   https://doi.    org/10.1016/j. neubiore v.2011.12.007 .    Tylen, K., Fusaroli, R.,  Bj0rndahl,  J. S.,  Rączaszek-Leonardi,  J., 0stergaard, S., & Stjernfelt, F. (2014). Diagrammatic reasoning: Abstraction, interaction, and insight.  Pragmatics & Cognition, 22 (2), 264-283.   https://doi.org/10.1075/pc.22.2.06tyl .    Tymoczko, T. (1979). The four-color problem and its philosophical significance.  The Journal of Philosophy,  76(2), 57-83.   https://doi.org/10.2307/2025976 .     van Hiele, P. M. (1986).  Structure and insight . Orlando: Academic Press.    Vlastos, G. (1995). Zeno of Sidon as a critic of Euclid. In D. W. Graham (Ed.),  Studies in Greek philosophy  (Vol. II, pp. 315-324)., Socrates Plato and their tradition Princeton: Princeton University Press.   Wang, R. F., & Spelke, E. S. (2002). Human spatial representation: Insights from animals.  Trends in Ecol ogy &  Evolution,  6(9), 376-382.   https://doi.org/10.1016/S1364-6613(02)01961-7 .    Weir, A. A. S., Chappell, J., & Kacelnik, A. (2002). Shaping of hooks in New Caledonian crows.  Science,  297(5583), 981.   https://doi.org/10.1126/science.1073433 .     Wilson, R. A. (2004).  Boundaries of the mind . Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.    Wilson, T. D., & Nisbett, R. E. (1977). Telling more than we can know: Verbal reports on mental processes.  Psychological Review, 84 (3), 231-259.   https://doi.org/10.1037/0033-295X.84.3.231 .   Wołoszyn,  K., & Hohol, M. (2017). Commentary: The poverty of embodied cognition.  Frontiers in Psychology, 8,  845.   https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2017.00845 .    Zoccolan, D., Oertelta, N., DiCarlo, J. J., & Cox, D. D. (2009). A rodent model for the study of invariant visual object recognition.  Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences,  106(21), 8748-8875.   https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.0811583106 .   Publisher's Note  Springer Nature remains neutral with regard to jurisdictional claims in published maps and  institutional affiliations.    Mateusz Hohol  Ph.D. is assistant professor at the Copernicus Center for Interdisciplinary Studies of the Jagiellonian University in Cracow, and postdoctoral researcher at the Section of Cognitive Science at the Institute of Philosophy and Sociology of the Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw. He is also a member of the Philosophy of Sciences Committee of the Polish Academy of Arts and Sciences in Cracow. He authored or co-authored two book monographs and numerous peer-reviewed articles and contributed chapters as well as co-edited several collections of scientific essays. His research interests focus mainly on cognitive science/ psychology of mathematics (numerical and geometric cognition) as well as on methodological issues of cognitive (neuro)science. Currently, he is PI of the research grant “Mechanisms of geometric cognition” (2015/19/B/HS1/03310), and researcher within the grant “Cognitive science in search of unity: Unification and integration of interdisciplinary research” (2014/14/E/HS1/00803), both funded by the National Science Centre, Poland. More information at   www.hohol.pl .  Marcin Miłkowski  Ph.D. is associate professor in the Section for Logic and Cognitive Science at the Institute of Philosophy and Sociology, Polish Academy of Sciences. He published  Explaining the Computational Mind  (MIT Press 2013), awarded with the  Tadeusz Kotarbiński  Prize of the Section I of the Polish Academy of Sciences and the National Science Center Award for outstanding young scholars in social sciences and humanities in 2014. He was presented with Herbert A. Simon by Association for Computers in Philosophy (IACAP) for his significant contributions in the foundations of computational neuroscience (2015). Elected expert of the Committee for Philosophical Sciences (2013-2016, 2016-) of the Polish Academy of Sciences. With R. Poczobut, he edited the volume  Analytic Metaphysics of Mind  (in Polish, Warszawa 2008) and  Companion to the Philosophy of Mind  (in Polish,  Kraków  2012); with K.  Talmont-Kamiński  Beyond Description. Naturalism and Normativity  (London 2010) and  Regarding the Mind, Naturally: Naturalist Approaches to the Sciences of the Mental  (Newcastle upon Tyne 2013). He is now Principal Investigator of NCN SONATA BIS 5 grant “Cognitive science in search of unity: Unification and integration of interdisciplinary research” (2014/14/E/HS1/00803). Scientific interests of Prof.  Miłkowski  focus on philosophy of science, including philosophy of cognitive science, and philosophy of mind and information.    1 n              J*  frontiers     in Behavioral Neuroscience      OPINION   published: 18 August 2017    doi: 10.3389/fnbeh.2017.00154    Check for    updates     OPEN ACCESS  Edited by:  Bruno Poucet, Centre National De La Recherche Scientifique (CNRS), France  Reviewed by:  Antoine Wystrach, UMR5169 Centre De Recherches Sur La Cognition Animale (CRCA) t  France  Correspondence:  Jacek Francikowski   jacek. franc iko wski@us. edu.pl  Received:  05 July 2017  Accepted:  04 August 2017  Published:  18 August 2017  Citation:  Hohol Mt Baran B,  Krzyżowski  M and Francikowski J (2017) Does Spatial Navigation Have a Blind-Spot? Visiocentrism Is Not Enough to Explain the Navigational Behavior Comprehensively. Front. Behav. Neurosci. 11:154. doi:   10.3389/fnbeh.2017.00154    Does Spatial Navigation Have a   Blind-Spot? Visiocentrism Is Not  Enough to Explain the Navigational Behavior Comprehensively      Mateusz  Hohol 12 ,    Bartosz Baran 3 , Michał Krzyżowski 3  and Jacek  Francikowski 3 *   1  Department of  Logic  and Cognitive Science, Institute of Philosophy and Sociology Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, Poland, 2  Copernicus Center for Interdisciplinary Studies,  Kraków,  Poland, 3  Department of Animal Physiology and Ecotoxicology, Faculty of Biology and Environmental Protection, University of Silesia, Katowice, Poland  Keywords: spatial navigation, geometric module, view-matching, insect studies, multimodal integration  A few years ago    Wystrach and Graham (2012b)   asked: “What can we learn from studies of insect navigation?” They identified that complex navigational behavior of insects can be explained via fairly simple mechanisms, such as view-matching   ( Wehner and Raber, 1979;  Cartwright and Collett,   1983 ) , without referring to the high-level mental mechanisms   ( Cheng, 1986 ) . Furthermore, they suggested that since the navigational behavior of vertebrates, show significant convergence with insects’ behavior, it is justified to consider mechanism based on egocentric views before assuming the existence of higher-level mechanisms.  Such a point of view seems to fall in line with a broader consensus, and wider paradigm shift that has taken place in recent years. For instance,    Cheng (2008) , the former proponent of the high-level geometric module, suggested that view-matching models of insects’ navigation, can be directly implemented in the studies on the spatial navigation of vertebrates, and even human. This paradigm-shift was also driven by successes in implementing view-matching to behavioral robotics   ( Moller and Vardy, 2006 ) .  To test for the use of egocentric view (i.e., view based matching hypotheses), most studies use pixel-by-pixel image comparison, and some results in both vertebrates and insects reject the prediction made by such image comparison   ( Lehrer et al., 1988;   Lee et al., 2012 ) . However, it is argued that rejecting pixel-by-pixel comparison is not rejecting the use of view-based matching mechanisms, as animal views are not “images” but can encode parameters such as depths, motion, edges or specific features, which varies across species   ( Wystrach and Graham, 2012a ) . In this light, pixel-by-pixel models of insect navigation seem unrealistic and should not be understood literally, but rather as a proxy for quantifying surroundings familiarity. However, and beyond that debate, it is clear that reorientation can be accomplished in ways excluding any type of view-based-matching mechanism, such as when accomplished by a blindfolded human   ( Sturz et al., 2013 ) . Furthermore,   Cheng et al. (2013)   pointed out that in the contemporary literature on spatial navigation there are several competing approaches, and the field lacks a unified research paradigm.  In this paper, we argue that the issues described arise not because of the lack of theoretical inspiration, but rather due to an insufficient understanding of the subtleties of insect behavior. In our view, implementation of the insects’ models of navigation in the explanation of the vertebrates’ spatial behavior omits some important aspects, i.e., multimodal integration. Thus, we want to ask again the initial question posed by    Wystrach and Graham (2012b)   pointing out that significant progress in insects’ research, which suggests that we might have had underestimated insects’ cognitive abilities   ( Loukola et al., 2017;   Peng and Chittka, 2017 ) . Those results demonstrated insects’ capacity to obtain abstract information from multimodal input during complex tasks. Movement through a real environment provides a variety of cues, not only visual ones, thus in the following article we argue that multimodal integration is crucial to navigation.     Frontiers in Behavioral Neuroscience  |   www.frontiersin.org    1     August 2017 | Volume 11 | Article 154      Hohol et al.    On the Insufficiency of Visiocentrism     VISIOCENTRISM IN THE STUDIES ON SPATIAL NAVIGATION   Vertebrates’ capacity for spatial navigation has been traditionally perceived as the product of the activity of the so-called “geometric module”   ( Fodor, 1983 ) , which encodes only the geometric shape of the environment via purely visual input   ( Gallistel, 1990 ) . This thesis was derived primarily from the results of behavioral studies   ( Cheng, 1986 ) , in which familiarized animals after a disorientation phase, searched for a reward hidden in a given corner of a rectangular arena, relying mainly on the visually perceived geometry of the apparatus (see    Thinus-Blanc et al.,    2010  for review). The geometric module was thought to be localized in the hippocampus   ( Vargas et al., 2004 )  and separated from both domain-general processes as well as other domain- specific cognitive modules   ( Gallistel, 1990 ) .  The further studies conducted with various species, especially human   ( Hermer and Spelke, 1994 )  and non-human primates   ( Gouteux et al., 2001 ) , have showed that vertebrates’ spatial navigation sometimes depends on the productive combination of geometric and non-geometric information. Namely animals can optimize task performance by using recognized featural cues or landmarks. These results have triggered conceptual shift. According to    Spelke et al. (2010) , spatial navigation depends on two “core cognitive systems” for processing three-dimensional spatial layouts and two-dimensional visual forms respectively.  Spatial navigation is, however, still thought to be a product of high-level mechanisms which process information retrieved from visual input. Even earlier attempts   ( Cheung et al., 2008 )  to implement a view-matching approach   ( Wehner and Raber,    1979;   Wehner, 2003 )  to vertebrate’s spatial navigation studies haven’t changed the research perspective as radically as it seemed. The tendency to focus on solely visual-driven mechanisms in studies of spatial navigation, with simultaneous neglect of other modalities, we have decided to refer to as:  visiocentrism.  It seems that the visiocentric perspective still dominates the study of insect and vertebrate navigation.  In the following sections, we aim to challenge this viewpoint from evolutionary, neurophysiological and behavioral perspectives. We point out that the current state of understanding of the evolutionary economics seems incoherent with visiocentric models of navigation, in terms of insect nervous systems and information processing. Furthermore, we discuss evidence from behavioral studies utilizing non-visual/mixed approaches, to support our claim that multimodal integration plays crucial role in spatial navigation.   SPATIAL NAVIGATION IN LITTLE BRAINS   During phylogenesis, nervous systems tend to undergo specialization in order to achieve fitness to the ecological niche of a particular species   ( Liebeskind et al., 2016 ) . Despite divergence of the evolutionary pathways of arthropods and vertebrates, many authors point out functional and structural similarities in their visual systems, specifically in neural circuits specialized for visual processing   ( Borst and Euler, 2011;   Shih et al., 2015 ) . The    most important feature of all these systems is an economy of neuronal wiring   ( Chen et al., 2006 ) . This principle is observed on retina level (neuronal convergence) and in the central nervous system   ( Laughlin et al., 1998 ) . Basic restrictions of nervous system complexity are the size of the head cavity, and high energy demand, as neuronal conduction of information on the axonal and synaptic level is very energy-intensive   ( Laughlin et al.,    1998 ) . By understanding the neuronal economy, the functional economy can be postulated. The amount of information which can be transmitted through the nervous system in the unit of time is restricted by many factors   ( Bullmore and Sporns, 2012 ) . The solution to this problem is to, at very early stage, select, reduce and compress information   ( Nityananda, 2016 ) .  The second important mechanism used to deal with excess information in the nervous system, is the set of models and algorithms   ( Wehner, 1987;   Webb, 2004 ) . This clearly demonstrates that authentic reproduction of the external environment is impossible, and brains create a simplified representation of an environment with emphasis on key elements   ( Doyle and Csete, 2011 ) . Visual information on the level of optical lobes is not analyzed as a unitary structure but is divided on movement reception, related to optomotor response, and object features such as color, small object movement, and shape   ( Dunbier et al., 2012 ) . We know that, in insects, sensory information is analyzed in small loops specialized in the preliminary analysis, known as the small-world network. Subsequently, information flow is redirected to main associative structures: mushroom bodies (MBs) and central complex (CC)   ( Strausfeld et al., 1998 ) . It is uncommon for these structures be connected directly by afferent or efferent pathways, whether sensory or effectory. Additionally, visual information does not remain separate but is coupled with other modalities ( Borst and Euler,   2011 ) . The MBs and CC are structures with numerous outputs and inputs of various modalities, and thus are considered as a higher-order multimodal information integration centers   ( Wessnitzer and Webb, 2006;   Avargues-Weber and Giurfa, 2013;    Giurfa, 2013 ) .  Depending on evolutionary pressures, neuronal background can differ between insect species   ( Wehner, 1987 ) . Nevertheless, presence of MBs and CB is universal in  insecta  class and, as it was stated above, those structures play crucial role in spatial memory and spatial navigation. While it seems counterintuitive that units described as sensory afferents can carry more than one modality, intracellular recordings have revealed that many afferents to both structures (MBs and CC) are multimodal ( Li and Strausfeld,   1997 ) . This suggests that higher processing instances does not have access to raw sensory information, and locomotion cannot be regulated directly by simple activity of retina cells. Additionally, during transmission, visual information from eyes undergoes intensive processing   ( Zipursky and Sanes, 2010 ) . In all insects, single neurons connecting optic lobes with higher associative structures can be observed. This feature can be seen as a manifestation of economical wiring. These neurons originate in areas that receive collaterals and terminals of visual interneurons, from the ipsilateral and contralateral optic lobes, providing consistent information flow   ( Li and Strausfeld,    1997;   Mizunami et al., 1998 ) . Connections between small local     Frontiers in Behavioral Neuroscience  |   www.frontiersin.org    2     August 2017 | Volume 11 | Article 154      Hohol et al.    On the Insufficiency of Visiocentrism    loops are usually weaker (contain fewer neurons) than internal connections. It can be an advantage for noise-limited signaling systems. A low capacity pathway (fewer neurons) transmits information in a more economically efficient way, providing better distribution of information among different pathways   ( Laughlin et al., 1998 ) . The main function of nervous systems is extract and track environmental regularities. Knowledge of these regularities is utilized to anticipate the consequences of movements, thus allowing the most adaptive action selection   ( Webb, 2012 ) . Those regularities span, however, across various modalities, which appears to be reflected in organization of insects’ brains. Therefore, we claim that the visiocentric approach neglects crucial aspects of insects’ brain anatomy.   BEYOND VISIOCENTRISM   In recent decades, we can observe a change in the approach to insect navigation research. The vision-based strategies, especially the view-matching, has been gaining more and more attention   ( Wystrach and Graham, 2012a;   Avargues-Weber and Giurfa,    2013 ) . The discovery of mammalian-like rotational errors of ants navigating in rectangular arenas   ( Wystrach and Beugnon, 2009 )  and the success ofviewbased matching in explaining these results   ( Sturzl et al., 2008;   Wystrach et al., 2011 )  led to the dissemination of these view-matching models in the vertebrate literature, and, as a corollary, strengthened the unjustified perception of insects as rather simplistic, yet highly adapted agents.  The described shift caused the emergence of visiocentrism, however current data on a neuronal foundation of navigational processes strongly suggest that this approach maybe incomplete. According to the arguments already presented and to recently developed models   ( Webb and Wystrach, 2016;   Roper et al., 2017 ) , the insect’s brain possesses architecture adapted for sensory integration rather than processing single modalities separately. This data is coherent with observations concerning the use of non-visual or combined cues in insects   ( Chittka et al., 1999;    Thielin-Bescond and Beugnon, 2005;   Wystrach and Schwarz,    2013;   Buehlmann et al., 2015;   Minoura et al., 2016;  Raderschall etal.,   2016 ) .   Gallistel (1990)   argued that the geometric module is evolutionarily justified, since geometric information remains stable in contrary to changes of the features. A similar argument may be formulated for multimodal integration. When various modalities are considered, chances of misrecognition of object or place are much lower. Even if single modality featural cues change, chances are that in other modalities features may remain:    food will retain its smell and taste even if it is smashed or cut. The visual system is one of the most energetically demanding and structurally elaborated systems in the brain   ( Wong-Riley, 2010 ) , therefore managing computationally complex tasks using only visual instances of the brain seems evolutionary uneconomical. Visual information may be supplemented by other senses to provide more reliable information about surroundings, simultaneously reducing metabolic cost.  Likewise, vertebrates’ hippocampi, like the CB and MBs of insects, are provided with inputs from all sensory modalities   ( Ravassard et al., 2013 ) . These structures are known to be crucial in navigational processes   ( Mizunami et al., 1998;  Pfeiffer and Homberg,   2014 ) , and therefore it is hardly a surprise that senses other than vision are utilized during navigation. Even without vision, blind rats could successfully accomplish navigation if place cells were functioning correctly   ( Save et al.,    1998 ) . In the case of mammalian navigation, there is direct evidence of multimodal input role in the function of place cells   ( Ravassard et al., 2013 ) . Although, what is surprising, is that the studies investigating reorientation almost entirely neglect this aspect   ( Cheng, 2008 )  despite the known role of multimodal integration in perception   ( Cheng et al., 2007 ) . Therefore, we claim that it would be beneficial for studies on spatial navigation, both in invertebrates and vertebrates, to expand perspective further and, include non-visual modalities. This perspective may be of great value, especially when questions considering the internal representation of space are asked.   AUTHOR CONTRIBUTIONS   MH, BB, MK, and JF reviewed the literature and developed the theoretical stance. MH, BB, MK, and JF wrote the manuscript. MH, BB, MK, and JF reviewed and accepted its final version.   FUNDING   Preparation of the manuscript was supported by the research grant 2015/19/B/HS1/03310 “Mechanisms of geometric cognition” funded by National Science Centre, Poland.   ACKNOWLEDGMENTS   We would like to thank Dr. Antoine Wystrach who provided many helpful comments on the previous version of the manuscript.     REFERENCES    Avargues-Weber, A., and Giurfa, M. (2013). Conceptual learning by miniature   brains.  Proc.  R. Soc. B Biol. Sci.  280:20131907. doi: 10.1098/rspb.   2013.1907   Borst, A., and Euler, T. (2011). Seeing things in motion: models, circuits,   and mechanisms.  Neuron  71, 974-994. doi: 10.1016/j.neuron.2011.   08.031      Buehlmann, C., Graham, P., Hansson, B. S., and Knaden, M. (2015). Desert ants use olfactory scenes for navigation.  Anim. Behav.  106, 99-105. doi:   10.1016/j.anbehav.2015.04.029  Bullmore, E., and Sporns, O. (2012). The economy ofbrain network organization.     Nat. Rev. Neurosci.  74, 47-14. doi:   10.1038/nrn3214  Cartwright, B. A., and Collett, T. S. (1983). Landmark learning in bees.  J.   Comp. Physiol. Sens. Neural Behav. Physiol.  151, 521-543. doi: 10.1007/BF006  05469      Frontiers in Behavioral Neuroscience  |   www.frontiersin.org    3     August 2017 | Volume 11 | Article 154      Hohol et al.    On the Insufficiency of Visiocentrism      Chen, B. L., Hall, D. H., and Chklovskii, D. B. (2006). Wiring optimization can relate neuronal structure and function.  Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.  103, 4723-4728. doi:   10.1073/pnas.0506806103  Cheng, K. (1986). A purely geometric module in the rat’s spatial representation.          Cognition  23, 149-178.  doi:    10.1016/0010-0277(86)90041-7   Cheng, K. (2008). Whither geometry? Troubles of the geometric module.  Trends  Cogn. Sci.  12, 355-361.  doi:    10. 1016/j.tics.2008.06.004  Cheng, K., Huttenlocher, J., and Newcombe, N. S. (2013). 25  years  of research on the use of geometry in spatial reorientation: a current theoretical perspective.  Psychon.  Bull. Rev.  20, 1033-1054.  doi:   10.3758/s13423-013-0416-1  Cheng, K., Shettleworth, S. J., Huttenlocher, J., and Rieser, J. J. (2007). Bayesian integration of spatial information.  Psychol. Bull.  133, 625-637. doi:   10.1037/0033-2909.133.4.625  Cheung, A., Sturzl, W., Zeil, J., and Cheng, K. (2008). The information content of panoramic images II: view-based navigation in nonrectangular experimental arenas.  J. Exp. Psychol. Anim. Behav. Process.  34, 15-30. doi:   10.1037/0097-7403.34.1.15  Chittka, L., Williams, N. M., Rasmussen, H., and Thomson, J. D. (1999). Navigation  without vision: bumblebee orientation in complete darkness.  Proc.  R. Soc. B Biol. Sci.  266, 45-50. doi:   10.1098/rspb.1999.0602  Doyle, J. C., and Csete, M. (2011). Architecture, constraints, and behavior.   Proc.  Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.  108, 15624-15630. doi: 10.1073/pnas.11035  57108         Dunbier, J. R., Wiederman, S. D., Shoemaker, P. A., and O’Carroll, D. C. (2012). Facilitation of dragonfly target-detecting neurons by slow moving features   on continuous paths.  Front. Neural Circuits  6:79. doi: 10.3389/fncir.2012.  00079      Fodor, J. A. (1983).  TheModularity ofMind.  Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press. Gallistel, C. (1990).  The Organization ofLearning.  Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press. Giurfa, M. (2013). Cognition with few neurons: higher-order learning in insects.               Trends Neurosci.  36, 285-294. doi:   10.1016/j.tins.2012.12.011  Gouteux, S., Thinus-Blanc, C., and Vauclair, J. (2001). Rhesus monkeys use geometric and nongeometric information during a reorientation task.  J. Exp. Psychol. Gen.  130, 505-519. doi:   10.1037/0096-3445.130.3.505  Hermer, L., and Spelke, E. S. (1994). A geometric process for spatial orientation in young children.  Nature  370, 57-59. doi:   10.1038/370057a0  Laughlin, S. B., van Steveninck, R., and Anderson, J. C. (1998). The metabolic cost ofneural information.  Nat. Neurosci.  1, 36-41. doi:   10.1038/236  Lee, S. A., Spelke, E. S., and Vallortigara, G. (2012). Chicks, like children, spontaneously reorient by three-dimensional environmental geometry, not by image matching.  Biol. Lett.  8, 492-494. doi:   10.1098/rsbl.2012.0067  Lehrer, M., Srinivasan, M. V., Zhang, S. W., and Horridge, G. A. (1988). Motion cues provide the bee’s visual world with a third dimension.  Nature  332, 356-357. doi:   10.1038/332356a0  Li, Y., and Strausfeld, N. J. (1997). Morphology and sensory modality of mushroom body extrinsic neurons in the brain of the cockroach,  Periplaneta  americana .  J. Comp. Neurol.  387, 631-650. doi: 10.1002/(SICI)1096-9861  (19971103)387:4<631::AID-CNE9>3.0.CO;2-3 Liebeskind, B. J., Hillis, D. M., Zakon, H. H., and Hofmann, H. A. (2016). Complex homologyand the evolution ofnervous systems.  TrendsEcol. Evol.  31,127-135. doi:   10.1016/j.tree.2015.12.005  Loukola, O. J., Perry, C. J., Coscos, L., and Chittka, L. (2017). Bumblebees show cognitive flexibility by improving on an observed complex behavior.  Science  355, 833-836. doi:   10.1126/science.aag2360  Minoura, M., Sonoda, K., Sakiyama, T., and Gunji, Y.-P. (2016). Rotating panoramic view: interaction between visual and olfactory cues in ants.  R. Soc. Open Sci.  3:150426. doi:   10.1098/rsos.150426  Mizunami, M., Weibrecht, J. M., and Strausfeld, N. J. (1998). Mushroom bodies of the cockroach: their participation in place memory.             J. Comp. Neurol.  402, 520-537. doi: 10.1002/(SICI)1096-9861(19981228)  402:4<520::AID-CNE6>3.0.CO;2-K Moller, R., and Vardy, A. (2006). Local visual homing by matched-filter descent   in image distances.  Biol. Cybern.  95, 413-430. doi: 10.1007/s00422-006-  0095-3    Nityananda, V. (2016). Attention-like processes in insects.  Proc. R. Soc. B Biol. Sci.    283:20161986. doi:   10.1098/rspb.2016.1986  Peng, F., and Chittka, L. (2017). A simple computational model of the bee mushroom body can explain seemingly complex forms of olfactory      learning and memory.  Curr. Biol.  27, 224-230. doi: 10.1016/j.cub.2016.  10.054      Pfeiffer, K., and Homberg, U. (2014). Organization and functional roles of the central complex in the insect brain.  Annu. Rev. Entomol.  59, 165-184. doi:   10.1146/annurev-ento-011613-162031  Raderschall, C. A., Narendra, A., and Zeil, J. (2016). Head roll stabilisation in the nocturnal bull ant  Myrmecia pyriformis : implications for visual navigation.  J. Exp. Biol.  219, 1449-1457. doi:   10.1242/jeb.134049  Ravassard, P., Kees, A., Willers, B., Ho, D., Aharoni, D., Cushman, J., et al. (2013). Multisensory control of hippocampal spatiotemporal selectivity.  Science  340, 1342-1346. doi:   10.1126/science.1232655  Roper, M., Fernando, C., and Chittka, L. (2017). Insect bio-inspired neural network provides new evidence on how simple feature detectors can enable complex visual generalization and stimulus location invariance in the miniature brain   of honeybees.  PLoS Comput. Biol.  13:e1005333. doi: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.10  05333       Save, E., Cressant, A., Thinus-Blanc, C., and Poucet, B. (1998). Spatial firing of hippocampal place cells in blind rats.  J. Neurosci.  18, 1818-1826.          Shih, C.-T., Sporns, O.,Yuan, S.-L.,  Su,  T.-S., Lin,Y.-J., Chuang, C.-C., et al. (2015). Connectomics-based analysis of information flowin the drosophila brain.  Curr. Biol.  25, 1249-1258. doi:   10.1016/j.cub.2015.03.021  Spelke, E. S., Lee, S. A., and Izard, V. (2010). Beyond core knowledge: natural geometry.  Cogn. Sci.  34, 863-884. doi:   10.1111/j.1551-6709.2010.01110.x  Strausfeld, N. J., Hansen, L., Li, Y., Gomez, R. S., and Ito, K. (1998). Evolution, discovery, and interpretations of arthropod mushroom bodies.  Learn. Mem.  5, 11-37. doi:   10.1101/lm.5.1.11  Sturz, B. R., Green, M. L., Gaskin, K. A., Evans, A. C., Graves, A. A., and Roberts, J. E. (2013). More than a feeling: incidental learning of array geometry by blindfolded adult humans revealed through touch.  J. Exp. Biol.  216, 587-593. doi:   10.1242/jeb.080952  Sturzl, W., Cheung, A., Cheng, K., and Zeil, J. (2008). The information content of panoramic images I: the rotational errors and the similarity of views in rectangular experimental arenas.  J. Exp. Psychol. Anim. Behav. Process.  34, 1-14. doi:   10.1037/0097-7403.34.1.1  Thielin-Bescond, M., and Beugnon, G. (2005). Vision-independent odometry in the ant  Cataglyphis cursor .  Naturwissenschaften  92, 193-197. doi:   10.1007/s00114-005-0609-1  Thinus-Blanc, C., Chabanne, V., Tomassi, L., Peruch, P., and Vauclair, J. (2010). “The encoding of geometry in various vertebrate species,” in  Spatial Cognition, Spatial Perception,  eds F. L. Dolins and R. W. Mitchell (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), 99-116.             Vargas, J. P., Petruso, E. J., and Bingman, V. P. (2004). Hippocampal formation is required for geometric navigation in pigeons.  Eur. J. Neurosci.  20, 1937-1944. doi:   10.1111/j.1460-9568.2004.03654.x  Webb, B. (2004). Neural mechanisms for prediction: do insects have forward models?  Trends Neurosci.  27, 278-282. doi:   10.1016/j.tins.2004.03.004  Webb, B. (2012). Cognition in insects.  Philos. Trans. R. Soc. B Biol. Sci.  367, 2715-2722. doi:   10.1098/rstb.2012.0218  Webb, B., and Wystrach, A. (2016). Neural mechanisms of insect navigation.  Curr.       Opin. InsectSci.  15,27-39. doi:   10.1016/j.cois.2016.02.011  Wehner, R. (1987). “Matched filters”: neural models ofthe external world.  J. Comp.       Physiol. Sens. Neural Behav. Phys.  161, 511-531. doi:   10.1007/BF00603659  Wehner, R. (2003). Desert ant navigation: how miniature brains solve complex tasks.  J. Comp. Phys. Sens. Neural and Behav. Phys.  189, 579-588. doi:   10.1007/s00359-003-0431-1  Wehner, R., and Raber, F. (1979). Visual spatial memory in desert ants,  Cataglyphis bicolor  (Hymenoptera: Formicidae).  Experientia  35, 1569-1571. doi:   10.1007/BF01953197  Wessnitzer, J., and Webb, B. (2006). Multimodal sensory integration in insects: towards insect brain control architectures.  Bioinspir. Biomim.  1, 63-75. doi:   10.1088/1748-3182/1/3/001  Wong-Riley, M. (2010). Energy metabolism of the visual system.  Eye Brain  2:99.       doi:   10.2147/EB.S9078  Wystrach, A., and Beugnon, G. (2009). Ants learn geometry and features.  Curr.    Biol.  19,61-66. doi:   10.1016/j.cub.2008.11.054  Wystrach, A., and Graham, P. (2012a). View-based matching can be more than image matching: the importance of considering an animal’s perspective.  i- Perception  3, 547-549. doi:   10.1068/i0542ic      Frontiers in Behavioral Neuroscience  |   www.frontiersin.org    4     August 2017 | Volume 11 | Article 154      Hohol et al.    On the Insufficiency of Visiocentrism        Wystrach, A., and Graham, P. (2012b). What can we learn from studies of insect navigation?  Anim. Behav.  84, 13-20. doi:   10.1016/j.anbehav.2012.04.017  Wystrach, A., and Schwarz, S. (2013). Ants use a predictive mechanism to compensate for passive displacements by wind.  Curr. Biol.  23, R1083-R1085. doi:   10.1016/j.cub.2013.10.072  Wystrach, A., Cheng, K., Sosa, S., and Beugnon, G. (2011). Geometry, features, and panoramic views: ants in rectangular arenas.  J. Exp. Psychol. Anim. Behav. Process.  37, 420-435. doi:   10.1037/a0023886  Zipursky, S. L., and Sanes, J. R. (2010). Chemoaffinity revisited: dscams, protocadherins, and neural circuit assembly.  Cell  143, 343-353.      doi:   10.1016/j.cell.2010.10.009    Conflict of Interest Statement:  The authors declare that the research was conducted in the absence of any commercial or financial relationships that could be construed as a potential conflict of interest.  Copyright © 2017 Hohol,  Baran, Krzyżowski  and Francikowski. This is an open- access article distributed under the terms of the   Creative Commons Attribution    License (CC BY).  The use, distribution or reproduction in otherforums ispermitted, provided the original author(s) or licensor are credited and that the original publication in this journal is cited, in accordance with accepted academic practice. No use, distribution or reproduction is permitted which does not comply with these terms.     Frontiers in Behavioral Neuroscience  |   www.frontiersin.org    5     August 2017 | Volume 11 | Article 154
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